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Extraordinary times

The last few months have been an
extraordinary rollercoaster ride for people
and businesses throughout the world, and
obviously particularly for those involved with
or connected with aviation. The air freight
sector has faced and responded to multiple
challenges that have often been evolving
extremely rapidly. Most plans and expectations
for this year have been turned upside down
and then inside out. And then rewritten once
again – along with most budgets! And even
the most thorough business continuity plans
have struggled to fully prepare companies for
the full scale of the changes and the responses
required to keep cargo flowing, keep staff
safe, and keep businesses running – and help
maintain the health of people and nations
around the world, literally as well as financially.

In addition to our regular scheduled articles
in this issue, focusing on Perishables (page
4), E-commerce (page 10), and Latin America
(page 16), Cargo Airports & Airline Services
(CAAS) has interviewed and invited comment
from a selection of senior air cargo executives
and companies to discuss their perspectives
on the Covid-19 pandemic crisis, their
responses and contingency plans, and any best
practice initiatives that have helped them deal
with and overcome some of the challenges
they have faced. These are divided into three
main sections, focusing on airlines, cargo
handlers, and airports, plus an introductory
section featuring representatives from key
air freight associations. We are grateful for
all of the thoughts and contributions from
those featured in the report during this fastchanging and challenging time.
As these commentators describe, the air
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freight sector – and particularly its operations
teams – have been thrust into the front line
of dealing with the logistics of tackling this
major and deadly pandemic. And deal with
it they have – creatively, but also carefully,
thoughtfully, methodically and in some cases
bravely. And while the passenger airline
colleagues of many air freight businesses
deal with colossal losses and in some cases
existential threats, air cargo specialists have
done what they always do – except often more
so.
It is a common wish among those commenting
in this publication that as a result of air
freight’s efforts and contributions and
successes during this crisis, the sector will
be more recognised, more respected. I echo
those hopes, although based on previous
history, that may be an optimistic view. Once
the world opens up more fully again, as it
presumably soon will, some of the lessons and
resolutions may be lost. But in any case, the
air freight sector can surely be proud of its
contributions in this crisis.
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Perishables take on a new
visibility in the pandemic world
While demand has surged in the last few months for many food products,
shippers have faced major issues including severe air freight capacity challenges,
reports Donald Urquhart

P

erishables may be among the most
taken-for-granted items that people
consume around the world in more
normal times, but their importance –
and those who sell and transport them – has
been cast into the spotlight in the course
of the ongoing Covid-19 pandemic. Fears of
potential food shortages led some already
nervous consumers to panic buying, but has
led, more widely, to a greater appreciation of
simply having access to fresh food and the
process that brings it to us.
Demand for perishables has surged in many
markets as lockdowns, meat plant infections
and logistics problems aplenty – particularly
a scarcity of uplift – have added to pressures
on the supply chain, while the closure of many
cafes and restaurants around the world has

also significantly altered demand patterns –
and the logistics behind their supply.

cargo-only operations – have quickly become a
practical and innovative strategy.

DHL Global Forwarding Australia, for
instance, says that virtually all of its highvalue perishables exports, including fruits,
vegetables, pre-marinated and fresh meat,
seafood and dairy products, are now meeting
demand from food retail businesses such as
supermarkets. This is in sharp contrast to preCOVID supply chain distribution, dominated by
wholesale networks where some 70% of the
company’s food exports previously went to
restaurants.

Meanwhile, global perishable markets were
already taking a hit – some because of scarce
capacity and some due to dramatically
changing coronavirus lifestyles – in which
flowers, for instance, suddenly became
frivolous.

While airlines struggle to simply survive, the
cargo sector has been innovating its way
around the capacity crunch. Passenger aircraft
flying scheduled routes and charters – but as

Amsterdam Schiphol Airport (AMS), long
known for its flower handling alongside edible
perishables, has observed this first hand. Bart
Pouwels, head of cargo at Schiphol
says: “Both import and
export of flowers are under
heavy pressure. In some
months, flowers comprise a
full 80% of the total

Prior to the pandemic, flowers could
comprise 80% of Schiphol’s perishables
traffic some months

6
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Pouwels adds that imports and exports
of fish, live animals, fruit and vegetables
are also impacted. This is partly because
production and logistics to Europe
are under pressure, he says, citing the
example of fish markets – in Spain,
for instance – which have virtually
disappeared.
Kenyan conundrum
Operating one of the biggest cold
chain facilities in Africa at Nairobi’s

CARGO AIRPORTS & AIRLINE SERVICES / SUMMER 2020
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He highlights that pre-Covid-19 capacity out
of Nairobi was nearly 5,000 tonnes a week, a
figure that now scrapes 1,300 tonnes. “In my
view we need to increase the capacity to 3,000
tonnes per week; we really need to encourage
the freighter operators to help their customers,
the shippers, during this critical time.”
For fruit and vegetables, uplift is similarly
constrained, but demand is surging.
Hosea Machuki, CEO of the Fresh Produce
Exporters Association of Kenya (FPEAK), says
his association’s members normally export
75,000 tonnes of fruit annually, of which nearly
two thirds goes to Europe. Vegetables comprise
85,000 tonnes annually of which nearly 90%
goes to Europe, primarily the UK, Netherlands,
France, Germany, Russia and Norway.
Capacity crunch
But because of the lockdown in a number of
countries in Europe and shortage of air freight
capacity, Machuki says exports of fruit and
vegetables are only about 25-30% of pre-Covid
levels. “Our trouble is the air freight capacity,”
he says.
Scarcity translates to higher prices. Fred
Gitonga, head of air freight for Kenya & East
Africa at DB Schenker agrees it has been a
major challenge shipping food products – fruits
and vegetables, particularly – because of the
lack of available capacity and secondly “the
rates are through the roof”.
He continues: “It’s a matter of what capacity
is available and what the airlines are going to
charge. You’ll find that rates have gone up
from as low as US$1.10 per kg to $6.00 for
avocados into Singapore. It’s untenable for that
to happen, but it’s really a Catch-22 situation –
people need to eat, yet there’s no capacity.”

optimisation mix on the carrier’s B747Fs – and
even more so now that flowers are a smaller
part of that mix. “When you look at vegetables
being very dense, we’re actually able to carry
100-110 tonnes, which previously we were not
able to do,” he notes.
Directional challenge
But as Fitsum Abadi, managing director (MD)
Ethiopian Cargo notes, it’s a challenging
market because there is little or no cargo
coming southbound from Europe into Africa.
Instead, Africa’s air freight markets have been
dominated recently by medical supplies coming
from China to Africa; and perishables from
Africa to Europe, primarily, and also the Middle
East and China. At least the sky-high rates help
cover the imbalance, Abadi adds.
Paul Lawrence, managing director for South
Africa at e-commerce logistics specialist Tigers,
says regulatory issues are compounding a lack
of capacity for South African freight markets.
Wine exports for instance, are experiencing
a stop-start situation with contradictory
regulations and currently no wine may be
exported from South Africa, he says.
“Export of chilled meat and aquatic products
have come to a grinding halt because airlines

have cancelled most flights to and from South
Africa,” he adds. “We have seen a very slow
recovery in this market segment, with flight
availability varying from once a week to once in
two weeks,” Lawrence adds.
The view from Australia
In the case of another huge perishables market,
Australia, the pandemic and the associated
shortages and inflated costs of air freight
capacity have also hit producers hard. In this
case, the government has put up an AU$ 1
billion Covid-19 Relief and Recovery Fund.
A key component is the International Freight
Assistance Mechanism (IFAM), designed
to assist perishables producers to export
to priority markets. This includes, seafood
(including live lobsters), premium red meat
(beef, lamb and pork), dairy (fresh milk and
yoghurt), and horticulture (premium fruits and
packaged salad, or vegetables).
In support of international air freight exports,
subsidies apply to the differential between
pre-Covid-19 rates and those on cargo-only
passenger flights, or scheduled freighters, says
Jason Radford, general manager at Tigers Perth,
Australia.

”

Jomo Kenyatta International, ground handler
Siginon has also observed this flower business
decline, with demand down 50-60%, estimates
managing director Meshack Kipturgo. But
in a small positive sign, Kipturgo notes the
Amsterdam flower auction is slowly seeing
demand pick up.

Export of chilled meat
and aquatic products
( from South Africa)
have come to a
grinding halt

”

PA U L L AW R E N C E

For Sanjeev Gadhia, founder and CEO of Astral
Aviation, Kenya’s primary exports of flowers,
fruit, vegetables and fish make for a good

8
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Investing in the sector
Technology has increasingly played a key
role in the growth of the perishables trade.
In South Africa for instance, Lawrence says
the country’s regulatory agencies have been
working closely to ease inspection processing
of perishables. The Department of Agriculture
has been developing its e-Cert platform, but
the pandemic has forced it to implement
e-certification for all exports. The challenge
now is whether authorities across the globe
will accept e-issued Phytosanitary Certificates,
Lawrence notes.

Lau: The industry must
embrace paperless air freight
to provide seamless and
transparent supply chains

The lobster industry was hit particularly hard
by the pandemic, says Radford. It began to
feel the impact from late January when China
started to go into lockdown, as restaurants
and wet markets shuttered.
As China re-emerges and citizens return to
their daily lives, restaurants and wet markets
have re-opened and demand is slowly picking
up, he says. As part of the IFAM funding, flights
are starting to depart Perth carrying lobsters
to Shanghai, Xiamen and Guangzhou, with
the funding enabling the movement of up to
500 tonnes of lobsters on 18 flights over two
months. This re-establishes export operations
and international trade connections, he
highlights.
Radford credits Qatar Airways for its role in
keeping supply chains moving, with products
such as chilled lamb carcasses being exported
to Doha and other Middle Eastern destinations.
“Currently, there is up to 30 tonnes of meat
moving per day, which we expect to increase
during the month of Ramadan,” he notes. The
other destinations Tigers hopes to tap the
funding for include Dubai, Saudi Arabia and
China (chilled beef).
Other initiatives include funding to Linley
Valley Pork, as the main agrifood exporter
into Singapore, although up to 30% of an
aircraft’s payload must to be made available
to other Western Australia agriculture and
food products, in order to ensure the smaller
exporters will be able to continue to supply
that market.

The good old days
But while this Covid-19 environment
permeates everything, it’s pertinent to
remember that only a few short months ago
perishables were part of the growth story of
air cargo.
“Perishables has been a very stable market
over the last few years, and in fact we have
seen increases from all countries producing
perishables,” says Stavros Evangelakakis,
chairman of the Cool Chain Association. “The
big supermarket chains are buying a lot of
fresh food on a global basis and in general all
countries with increased purchasing power are
buying more perishables. In the hotspots for
perishable production, lift has increased with
the increased demand,” he adds, speaking of
the pre-Covid world.
South African table grapes are a prime
example. According to Tigers’ Paul Lawrence,
the global market for table grapes was
beginning to see diversification emerging with
a higher proportion of grapes being exported
to Canada, China, the Middle East, southeast
Asia, and the US.
Indeed, just last year Emirates SkyCargo
transported close to 400,000 tonnes of
perishables. Henrik Ambak, Emirates senior
vice president for cargo operations worldwide,
says the carrier’s broad route network and
flight frequencies has helped create new
markets for some growers and exporters
outside of the established production and
consumer markets.

CARGO AIRPORTS & AIRLINE SERVICES / SUMMER 2020

And technology is also increasingly being
applied in the real-time monitoring of
perishables. “Tech is, of course, an important
element to avoid quality loss, ensure goods
are handled, flown and distributed at the
right time all the way to the consumer,” says
Evangelakakis. “However, the feedback from
logistics providers of perishables is often
that there is still a gap between quality and
commercial reality for transporting such
goods.”
Vivien Lau, executive director of Hong Kong
handler Hactl, says the fact that much of what
happens in air freight – particularly in the
handling area – involves repetitive processes
makes it ideal for automation and AI, “which is
why we are investing in these areas in our own
business”.
But Lau adds: “The continuing disappointment
is the stalling of the switch to paperless air
freight. The industry must embrace this
process if it is to provide the seamless and
transparent supply chains that shippers
demand.”
Investment is not just limited to technology,
however. Evangelakakis notes that the
CCA is “seeing investment from members
across the industry – ground handlers in
temperature-controlled facilities and hauliers in
temperature-controlled trailers”, for instance.
Similarly, he notes airlines are investing in
processes and systems, and forwarders are
focusing on developing quality services in this
vertical.
Like many carriers who have focused on
perishables as a key vertical, Emirates
has invested significantly in developing

9
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infrastructure – like the Cool Dolly – supporting efficient
transport of a large volume of perishables that fly under
a three-tiered product called Emirates Fresh.
Certification
Regardless of the impact the pandemic is having on the
sector, efforts to raise the quality and set industry-wide
standards for perishables transport continue.
“The Cool Chain Association (CCA) started already,
one or two years ago, to ask for standards in the
transportation of perishables similar to the ones we
have for Pharma and we are happy to see IATA started
the Centre for Excellence for Perishable Logistics (CEIV
Fresh),” Evangelakakis says.
Cargo iQ and the CCA earlier this year also signed an
MOU for closer cooperation and “we will be working
with them to support their ‘care mapping’ pilots. We are
moving one step at a time,” Evangelakakis adds.

Ambak: Sees great benefit from milestone updates
making transparent how the transport is being
executed compared to plan

Emirates’ Ambak says: “Care mapping is the important
next level of quality management across the multistakeholder supply chain, allowing for the controlled
planning and execution of transport of commodities
with special requirements, like temperature.
“We see great benefit from the ability to first plan the
shipment journey and its milestones based on each
stakeholder’s capabilities – effectively plan for success
– and during the transport, get milestone updates
making transparent how the transport is being executed
compared to plan.”

“In the longer term, some impact will prove inevitable,”
Pouwels predicts. “Producers are now looking for other
sales channels, markets or modalities and have partly
found, or are discovering them. If the benefits of this
prove sufficient to maintain these alternatives, they will
be maintained.”
With the pandemic highlighting the fragility of extended
supply chains, at least for key strategic areas such as
medical and food supplies, some are questioning the
future of globalisation, and whether countries will look
to near- or on-shore production of crucial commodities.
Taking the example of the Netherlands, Pouwels notes
that although it is a small country, it is nevertheless a
major exporter of agricultural products, something that

10

Evangelakakis: CCA will work with Cargo iQ to
support its ‘care mapping’ pilots

”

Going forward
What lies ahead for the perishables market, like that of
air cargo in general, is the million dollar question, with
the Covid-19 pandemic having turned so much on its
head.

Care mapping is
the important next
level of quality
management

”

S TAV R O S E VA N G E L A K A K K I S

will surely continue. In addition,
he highlights that many species of
perishables need a specific climate
or are found geographically, such
as lobsters from Canada.
“For the same reason, nearshoring
is only possible to a limited
extent,” he says. “Growing
flowers in the Netherlands or
western Europe is still much more
expensive than in Africa, just like
beans from Egypt, or oranges
from Israel. My expectation is that
on-shoring or near-shoring will
take place in the EU, but especially
in pharma and production and
less in perishables.”
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Protecting air
cargo’s golden egg
Adapting to the challenges and opportunities cross-border e-commerce brings
remains a work in progress that has been disrupted by the Covid-19 pandemic,
reports Stuart Todd
Cross-border e-commerce has been described
variously as air cargo’s ‘gift from heaven’ and
its ‘golden egg’, ever since the watershed
moment in the last quarter of 2017 when
the online retail boom became an air freight
e-commerce boom – ushering in a new normal
for air freight following a prolonged passage in
the doldrums.
But this renaissance has demanded a change
of mindset on the part of the various
stakeholders – shippers, airlines, forwarders,
airports and handling companies – if the
opportunities offered by this digital revolution
in trade are to be fully capitalised on.
There have been signs of progress within the
air freight sector in adapting to the challenges
cross-border e-commerce poses, although the
Covid-19 pandemic has disrupted this progress
– as it has so many things – and added new
layers of complexity and uncertainty. But to
what extent does it threaten the longer-term
glowing future mapped out for cross-border
e-commerce and air cargo?
“Before the outbreak, the projected market
growth rates for the cross border ‘click-todoor’ e-commerce market were between 2025% annually. More than 80% of cross-border
e-commerce volumes go via air freight and
this demonstrates why it is such an important
growth driver for air cargo and a critical
element in cross-border e-commerce overall,”
explains Tobias Wölfel, specialist and air cargo
research lead at McKinsey & Company’s
German office.
“Roughly 10% of air cargo volumes are

12

accounted for by e-commerce and projections
point to it growing to 20% by 2022. At the
same time, the share of e-commerce in air
cargo’s global revenue has been marginal, at
5%, because of lower yields and margins. But
that could double over the same five-year
timeframe to 2022.”
Growth drivers
Wölfel underlines that the growth drivers of
cross-border e-commerce focus on strong
consumer demand to buy goods from nondomestic sites due to the availability of goods
and lower prices, better selection and better
quality of goods.

Chinese online shoppers, in particular,
are looking for product quality and attach
importance to the brand. European and US
consumers shopping for Chinese-origin goods
put a premium on lower prices and product
availability – mainly from smaller Chinese
online merchants – and this has led to a
massive rise in volumes needing to be shipped
by air freight.
“Post-COVID-19, I think the underlying growth
drivers will remain intact,” says Wölfel. “But
there are factors that could potentially impact
and influence these drivers. For example,
delays in

CARGO AIRPORTS & AIRLINE SERVICES / SUMMER 2020
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“Roughly 10% of air cargo volumes
are accounted for by e-commerce and
projections point to it growing to 20%
by 2022”
T O B I A S WÖ L F E L

people have become more familiar with on-line
shopping through spending much more time
at home and that such new-found habits are
likely to perpetuate.”
Sebastian Tschackert, president for the
Americas at e-commerce fulfilment, transport,
and supply chain solutions provider Tigers,
said that in the short-term, North American
cross border e-commerce had been strongly
negatively impacted by the pandemic.
“This has been due to e-retailers focusing on
the domestic market and suspending export
shipments as a result of domestic struggles
– surge in demand, lack of labour due to the
outbreaks, etc.; and secondly, significant rate
increases due to the lack of capacity following
the suspension of passenger flights, making
cross-border e-commerce cost-prohibitive; as
well as consumers holding on to their cash for
essentials and purchasing fewer retail items,
which would normally drive e-commerce.”

deliveries during the crisis could generate a
preference on the part of consumers to buy
more domestically.
“Then there are the online marketplace
sellers – a key component in the cross-border
e-commerce space – many of them small
merchants, who sell their goods via the major
platforms, Amazon, Alibaba and e-Bay. Maybe
there’s a question mark over how many of
them will survive the crisis. If there was market
‘consolidation’, there would be a risk of
product availability being more limited, making
it less attractive for consumers to shop ‘cross-

border’ in the future.”
He notes that supply chain shifts could also
influence the cross-border e-commerce
landscape as manufacturers and e-tailers
seek to make them more resilient – through
sourcing closer to the end-consumer – which
could limit the volumes shipped by air.
“But if there are to be changes or shifts in
supply chains, it won’t be overnight, and for
that reason I expect the same structure of the
market to remain in place,” says Wölfel. “And
on the end-consumer side, one could argue
that as a result of corona and lockdowns,

CARGO AIRPORTS & AIRLINE SERVICES / SUMMER 2020

Demand decline
Although e-commerce has thrived in many
areas during the pandemic, Tigers saw a
drop in volumes in North American crossborder e-commerce of 85% in early April,
although by mid-May it had recovered “a bit”,
with Tschackert “hoping for a recovery to
approximately 70% of 2019 volumes in Q3 and
Q4”.
Timo Schamber, managing director of
Lufthansa Cargo’s e-commerce logistics
subsidiary, heyworld, says his company had
also mostly been negatively impacted by the
spread of the coronavirus.
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“We worked closely with our clients to
identify alternatives for their shipments,”
he noted. “Unfortunately, we have seen a
reduction in volumes because we had to
introduce surcharges or increase lead times
on some lanes. At the same time, the situation
has presented us with opportunities. With
disruptions affecting the entire logistics
industry, many shippers are eager to expand
their portfolio of shipping solutions and
we have actually been able to onboard new
clients.”
Arnaud Lambert, CEO of air cargo software
specialist CHAMP Cargosystems, underlined
that despite close to 90% of airlines’ passenger
fleet being grounded, drastically reducing both
the capacity to ship and consumer reachability,
demand for e-commerce goods had resisted
– albeit at lower levels than usual due to
restricted economic activity.

demands of cross-border e-commerce,
Andre Majeres, manager for cargo, mail and
e-commerce operations and standards at
the International Air Transport Association
(IATA), says that growth in the segment in the
last three years had been “very sudden and
exponential, and airlines and cargo handlers did
not anticipate the tsunami of parcels coming
their way”, or didn’t read the warning signs.
“Therefore, it’s been a slow start and carriers
have developed individual initiatives to serve
their own objectives. The industry needs to
come up with common approaches to solve
common problems.”
He continues: “The opportunities are clear:
as e-commerce is a global trend, small
businesses can now export their goods and
reach worldwide markets, diversifying the
competition and creating new jobs.
“However, this comes with a set of challenges

“Aside from medical shipments that replaced
industrial freight, confinement boosted
e-commerce with existing customers ordering
more and new customers discovering online
shopping,” he notes. “These two factors will
further accelerate growth in e-commerce and
increase its share of air cargo. This, in turn,
will accelerate the need of digitalisation in the
air cargo industry as e-commerce sets new
standards in terms of customer experience.
The Covid-19 crisis could prove to have a
positive effect.”

like adapting cargo handlers’ and airlines’
daily operations to deal with growing volumes
of cargo and ensuring that the new players
comply with international rules, particularly
on safety and security, and carry out their
business in an ethical way.”
He notes that e-commerce players, particularly
the marketplaces, are a new set of stakeholders
for airlines. IATA, together with the consulting
firm PwC, has launched a global engagement
plan to facilitate “comprehensive dialogue to
allow us to get directly to their pain points and
challenges”.
Majeres adds: “This is a very consumer-centric
business and as e-commerce players are
adapting to their requirements, so the logistics
industry also needs to step up in terms of
safety and security (in terms of knowing ‘what’s
in the parcel?’); digitization of the supply chain,
sharing data and

Andre Majeres,
manager, Cargo, Mail & e-Commerce
Operations and Standards at the
International Air Transport Association
(IATA)

Adapting to e-commerce
Turning to how successful the air cargo
industry has been so far in meeting the

”
E-commerce is only
one vertical, and not
the most lucrative
one

”

T O B I A S WÖ L F E L
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Lambert: The integrators are ahead of the
game as far as e-commerce is concerned,
mainly due to their integrated end-to-end
customer experience
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accommodate e-commerce volumes, nor are
they at a stage where they can work cohesively
with e-commerce shippers. Processes are still
complex, even for e-tailers – but especially for
those participants who have not reached a
certain level of digitisation which e-commerce
demands.
“So, airlines need to up their game. The same
goes for the whole aviation ecosystem –
including airports, forwarders, cargo handling
companies and customs authorities.
“Overall, I think it is important for airlines to
get into e-commerce, but the challenge is
they don’t know the industry and secondly,
e-commerce is only one vertical and not the
most lucrative one. But it’s a growth driver all
the same, and they cannot neglect it.”
According to Tigers’ Tschackert, airlines
and the air cargo industry “have struggled
substantially with this new flow of
(e-commerce) cargo and adapted only very
slowly and in pockets”.

”
The logistics industry
needs to step up in
terms of safety and
security, digitisation
of the supply chain,
sharing data, tracking
and tracing, reducing
border blockage, and
using automated
equipment

”

Challenges for the industry include adapting
to volume surges at the beginning of the week,
when the traditional peak (for standard air
freight) is usually at the end of the week; seeing
the (e-commerce) product as a commodity
and a price-sensitive one and abandoning the
perception of previous years that it was an
express product, he says.
allowing for planning; tracking and tracing
for consumers and flexibility in deliveries;
cross-border timing, reducing border blockage;
and seamless operations by using automated
equipment due to the ‘tsunami’ of parcels” at
peak times.

Volumetric challenge
Among the other issues is making provision
for the fact that air cargo is becoming much
bulkier, with cross border e-commerce adding
to the quantity of goods moving as B2B
shipments - overall

Work in progress
For McKinsey’s Wölfel, airlines’ understanding
of cross-border e-commerce remains a work in
progress.

lifting the volume ratio of air cargo globally;
and addressing the absence of an ‘industry
standard’, aligned with government authorities,
for e-commerce, in terms of compliance
requirements, which differ greatly between
carriers.

“Airlines focus is largely on a range of highmargin industrial verticals and they work largely
with freight forwarders who provide the bulk of
the cargo volumes, mostly in the B2B space,” he
highlights. “B2C has a different dynamic, with
different operational approaches – speeded up
processes, a door-to-door perspective, and the
need of track and trace for end customers.
“Airlines’ business model is not set up to

Champ Cargosystems’ Lambert says the
integrators are “ahead of the game” as far as
e-commerce is concerned, mainly due to their
integrated end-to-end customer experience,
while Amazon’s creation of Prime Air and the
further expansion of its fleet confirms that the
‘traditional’ carriers have not yet embraced the
segment in the right way.

ANDRE MAJERES
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Vertical focus: E-commerce

“Pharma, DGR and perishable products have
been the focus of all the initiatives and efforts
(in the industry) so far, leaving e-commerce
second,” he notes. “This is a big mistake, but
it is not too late. Collaboration, information
exchange, transparency – all digital – with the
end-customer experience in mind, are what are
required for e-commerce, areas the industry
has tended to drag its feet in adopting.
“Market drivers for digitalisation in air cargo
– notably efficiency and customer experience
– have not changed, and this much-needed
transformation is set to be boosted by the
Covid-19 crisis, which has ushered in an
indefinite period where human contact will
need to be minimized.”
As for where airports stand on e-commerce,
Wölfel notes that as with the airlines, “their
primary concern is the uncertainty over how
much money they can make from it. The fear
is that large volumes of e-commerce cargo
will only yield low margins and that another
drawback is handling complexity.”
How good a fit e-commerce is for an airport
depends on the kind of cargo flows it’s
handling and where it is located, he explains.
“A case could be made for the major
passenger traffic hub airports being the best
environment for e-commerce to thrive,” Wölfel
notes. “They have the advantage of global
connections, making it a very attractive selling
point to e-tailers because of the single entry
point for goods.
“But all-cargo airports offering a broad
range of scheduled freighter services on
intercontinental routes can also fit the bill, as
Alibaba’s choice of Liège as a hub testifies.
“In either case, the airport ecosystem, with
its handling capabilities for imports and
also exports, represents a significant value
proposition to e-tailers. There is a lot of
demand in Asia for highquality Europe-origin goods. However, a lot
of the smaller online merchants don’t know
how to sell in these markets yet because the
logistics capability is missing.”
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Covid-19 halts
region’s recovery
Propelled by continuing growth in the sector, air freight’s pharma
logistics operators keep honing their capabilities with dedicated facilities,
improved visibility and tighter collaboration, reports Ian Putzger
Like in many regions of the world, 2020 had
started promisingly for the air cargo industry
in Latin America following a disappointing
2019, before the spread of Covid-19 added a
huge new set of challenges and uncertainties.
By most accounts, 2019 was not a banner year
for the air cargo sector within the region, in
what was a challenging year in much of the
world. Viracopos, Guarulhos and Galeão, the
top gateways of the region’s largest economy
Brazil, registered import declines of 13%, 7%
and 11.5%, respectively, notes Patrick Fehring,
aero business director at airport operator
RIOgaleão.
And for the region’s carriers, 2019 was
a challenging year, as international rivals
stepped up their presence in Latin America in
pursuit of better conditions than in their core
markets, observes Kurt Schosinsky, managing
director of Avianca Cargo, the Colombia-

”
We lost our entire
international
network

headquartered carrier. In some months,
capacity was up 12%, he says.
Fourth-quarter improvement
But the market improved in the final quarter
and continued its upward momentum
in January and February. For Swissport,
volumes in Brazil were strong. “2020 started
as a promising year,” remarks Sergio Monti,
Swissport’s head of cargo for Brazil.
For Rio de Janeiro’s Galeão International
Airport, sometimes now branded as RIOgaleão
after the airport’s current operator, several
segments had fared better than expected,
including the pharma, oil and gas, and
machinery verticals.
Advent of Covid-19
Likewise, Lufthansa Cargo registered
improvement across the region before the
advent of COVID-19, according to Carsten
Hernig, vice-president for Latin America and
the Caribbean. But the arrival of the pandemic
brought an abrupt change, he adds.
Passenger networks collapsed. LATAM
cut 95% of its passenger flights and the
continent’s second-largest carrier Avianca
suspended its international as well as
domestic passenger flights – and then filed for
bankruptcy protection. With a few exceptions,
international operators stopped their
passenger flights to the region.
“We lost our entire international network,”
said RIOgaleão’s Fehring. Before the outbreak
95% of RIOgaleão’s cargo moved on passenger
flights.

”

PAT R I C K F E H R I N G
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The implosion of belly capacity not only cut
direct links to international markets, it also
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”
All expenses
that are not
critical have been
suspended

Schosinsky: Avianca has
invested in cooler facilities in
Bogota, Medellin and Miami,
which have escaped the
investment cutbacks

”

HANS GUISCARDO

hit many interline connections. Lufthansa had
built up feeds from the region to its flights out
of Panama, San José and Miami.
“Interline is not completely frozen, but it’s
reduced,” says Hernig. “We do some over
Mexico and Buenos Aires.
Adjusted freighter activities
Carriers have stepped up or adjusted their
freighter activities to keep supply chains to
the region open. For example, LATAM Cargo
launched freighter routes to Los Angeles and
Mexico City in April to support mango exports
from Peru and salmon shipments from Chile.
It also boosted freighter flights to Miami and
increased lift to Europe. Avianca launched
a twice-weekly freighter connection from
Bogota to Madrid and increased freighter
flights between Miami and Brussels – in
addition to operating charters.

Montevideo’s MVD Free Airport lost all its passenger flights, but its
freighter services have kept up its connections to the US and Europe –
notably Frankfurt and Brussels – and across the region.
“We have direct flights to Chile, Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, Bolivia and
Colombia and we can reach Ecuador and Peru with one stop,” says sales
manager Hans Guiscardo. In addition, the airport has truck connections
to Argentina, Brazil, Chile and Paraguay.

Likewise, Lufthansa has stepped up its
freighter capacity. “Our existing freighter
schedule was not enough, so we laid on extra
sections to Brazil, Uruguay and Argentina,”
says Hernig. “All three have strong demand –
both import and export.”
Avianca has supplemented its lift with B787
pax planes flying cargo missions and LATAM
Cargo has also boosted its already increased
freighter capacity with various passenger
aircraft operating cargo-only flights.
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With the exception
of pharmaceuticals,
imports in all other
product categories
dropped at MVD

“Companies that previously went direct are now reaching out to us,”
Guiscardo adds. One such inquiry was for a shipment from Hyderabad
to Peru by way of Bombay-Frankfurt-MVD.
MVD, which claims to be the only airport in Latin America with free
zone status, has built up its distribution capabilities with expanded
general warehousing and cold chain facilities and still managed to
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grow its distribution business by 35%,
year on year, from the start of the COVID
restrictions to mid-April.
Value-added activities
RIOgaleão is also trying to get more into
distribution and value-added activities. Last
November it opened a general warehouse
with 8,000 sqm of floor space. This is the
first step towards the operator’s plan of
setting up a cargo village at the airport.
RIOgaleao has obtained authorised
economic operator status – the only airport
operator in Brazil to date, according to
Fehring.

“The new warehouse is three-quarters full.
That shows that it’s working,” he comments.
One company intends to start building
crates for the oil business on-airport. That
way, shipments can be trucked straight to
the airport, get crated and then loaded onto
flights for export.
Swissport’s goal
Swissport’s goal for this year was to
start warehouse administration in Brazil,
which would be a game changer for the
handling company, which is present at four
airports in the country. So far, it is hired
for operations – primarily the build-up and
break-up of ULDs – but not to administrate
the business.
The first major opportunity for the handler
is a new warehouse for Azul at the carrier’s
Viracopos hub, where Swissport can use its
own system and staff. Azul has been at the
forefront of targeting e-commerce traffic
in Brazil.
Frozen projects
However, the COVID-19 pandemic has
stopped a number of projects in their

Fehring: Does not anticipate
international connections to
come back quickly

tracks. At Avianca, high investment projects
are on hold, but those currently in process
are moving forward, says Schosinsky. The
airline has invested in cooler facilities in
Bogota, Medellin and Miami, which have
escaped the investment cutbacks.
But two projects started in Montevideo a
few months ago were not so lucky. Last year
MVD embarked on the construction of the
second phase of its pharma hub to expand
capacities in multiple temperature ranges as
well as build additional areas for secondary
conditioning and office space. When the
work started last October, management
reported that business at the existing set-up
was exceeding expectations.
The following month work commenced on
the creation of a new cargo reception area
designed to enhance security standards and
reduce transit times. The new facility will
feature automated x-ray capabilities as well
as automated photographic documentation
from three angles and can be seamlessly
integrated with MVD’s warehouse
management system to offer real-time
accessibility to clients around the globe.
But the projects are currently in limbo, with

the finishing line tantalisingly close. According to
Guiscardo, work on the reception area stopped
with about six weeks to go to completion, while the
new pharma hub facility had about two months to
go.
“The company primarily keeps the operations
going, but all expenses that are not critical have
been suspended,” he says.
Over in Rio, the pandemic has also put a stop to
projects. “We had a contract for a 2,400 sqm
warehouse. That’s up in the air at the moment. Work

”

He says that RIOgaleão also has the first
airport warehouse in Brazil that is able to
perform activities like picking and labeling.
Until now, some pharma clients have had
to move their incoming shipments under
armed guard to off-airport facilities to label
shipments and then take them back to the
airport for regional distribution.

Internationally, we will
rely on freighters for
some time

”

PAT R I C K F E H R I N G
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For the most part, pharma traffic has remained
strong, and operators are looking to further
growth in this segment. RIOgaleão, which serves
a big pharma cluster in its catchment area, has
renewed its CEIV accreditation. Avianca, which
revamped its product portfolio last year to offer
three distinct pharma services, has seen a large
jump in this traffic in the first quarter of this
year, Schosinsky reported.
CEIV interruption
But the pandemic has interrupted Dachser’s
work on CEIV accreditation in the area. “It’s
difficult. There’s no training now. Once we can
travel again to meet the team, then we can
organise training,” says Guido Gries, managing
director of Dachser Americas.
The logistics company, which expanded its
footprint in the region last year, has a strong
position in the automotive sector, an industry
that has not fared well since last autumn. “We
already noticed in the fourth quarter that tier
one and two companies were seeing a reduction
in parts shipments,” remarks Gries, adding that
Dachser has diversified into new areas.
Hernig attributed the slow going in automotive
traffic to the fact that the industry is in a
transition period, as it looks more towards

electric and hybrid vehicles. On the bright side,
this means more test vehicles being flown, he
says.
Import slowdown
Overall, inbound traffic to the region has
been slow. “All commodities are suffering in
imports,” observes Swissport’s Monti.
Guiscardo agrees. With the exception of

”

was supposed to start this year,” says Fehring.

We already
noticed in the
fourth quarter
that tier one and
two companies
were seeing a
reduction in parts
shipments

”

GUIDO GRIES

pharmaceuticals, imports in all other product
categories dropped at MVD, he said.
But exports have remained strong, driven by
perishables traffic. “On every flight about 70
percent is fresh fruit – mangoes, papayas,
figs... Other than that, it’s car parts and a lot of
insulin,” says Monti.
Hernig confirms that demand for food and
perishables has remained strong, but adds
that some commodities have shifted to ocean
transport, as higher rates are pushing prices
for some beyond the range consumers are
willing to pay.
Cooler capacity
Nevertheless, the long-term trend is for
expansion of temperature-controlled handling
capacity at airports in the region, to manage
growing demand for perishables and pharma
traffic.
MVD has upped its cooler capacity. After
its state-of-the-art module went live, it
relied mostly on that, but recently it has
recalibrated its older cool chambers.
In January, LATAM Cargo opened a new
perishable hub at São Paulo’s Guarulhos
airport (GRU), a $3.5 million facility with a
footprint of 1,637 sqm that increased the
airline’s cooler capacity at the airport by
33%. The building is geared to transit cargo,
as São Paulo’s main passenger gateway has
the carrier’s most international widebody
connections. According to LATAM, 85% of
the cargo that connects through GRU is
perishables. About 19% of LATAM’s salmon
traffic and 14% of the asparagus produced in
Peru pass through GRU.
But with its passenger flights in limbo,
LATAM’s flows through the GRU hub
are much diminished and it is anybody’s
guess how soon the airport’s international
connections will be restored.
“We look about 30 days ahead,” comments
Gries. “You can see in mid-month how things
will likely go to the end of the month, but
two, three months – no. There will be more
disruptions that we can’t foresee.”
In Rio, Fehring expects a long road back.
“The general view is that first the domestic
network will be recreated, which is what
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“Internationally, we will rely on freighters for
some time,” he predicts.
Customs easing
He hopes that a return to pre-COVID
operations will not include reverting to
slower processes. In response to the
pandemic, Brazil’s customs authority has
implemented a number of measures which
have reduced clearing times, he notes. Users
hope that the authorities will not revert
to the old set-up when things return to a
semblance of normality.
But elsewhere, the pandemic has slowed
down some modernisation projects. Brazilian

customs has also developed a new cargo
system that can connect directly to cargo
handlers’ warehouse management system
as well as the airline systems, which marks
a huge step forward from the old system,
which requires manual input – a lengthy and
cumbersome procedure, Swissport’s Monti
reports.
The new system is live for exports, and the
implementation for imports was planned for
this year, but it is unclear if this will go ahead
as envisaged. “It has been postponed before,”
Monti says.
Like in many regions of the world, 2020 had
started promisingly for the air cargo industry
in Latin America following a disappointing
2019, but the fallout from the Covid-19
pandemic means much is up in the air – while
much of the region’s bellyhold capacity stays
on the ground.

”

happened in China,” he comments, adding
that he does not anticipate international
connections to come back quickly. Carriers
with a strong tradition in the market, like
American or TAP, will likely lead the charge,
he thinks.

2020 started as a
promising year

”

SERGIO MONTI
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Cargo and the
coronavirus crisis
The months since China’s initial coronavirus
lockdown in late January have been an
astonishing rollercoaster ride for people and
businesses throughout the world.
The months since China’s initial coronavirus lockdown in late January have been an astonishing
rollercoaster ride for people and businesses throughout the world.
Those involved or connected with aviation have clearly been among the most severely affected, with
air cargo facing and responding to multiple challenges, often which have been evolving rapidly. Most
plans and expectations have been turned upside down or inside out. And then rewritten once again.
Cargo Airports & Airline Services (CAAS) has interviewed and invited comment from a selection
of senior air cargo executives and companies to discuss their perspectives on the crisis, their
responses and contingency plans, and any best practice initiatives that have helped them deal
with and overcome some of the challenges they have faced. These will be divided into three main
sections, focusing on airlines, cargo handlers, and airports, plus this introductory section featuring
representatives from three key air freight associations. We are grateful for all of the thoughts and
contributions from those featured in the report during this fast-changing and challenging time.
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Air cargo’s
heroic effort
Glyn Hughes
Global head of cargo, IATA

All over the world, frontline medical workers have put their
personal health on the line every day to treat the sick and
infected; and the way the air cargo industry has rallied to
support those health workers also deserves great merit.
Whilst many of us have been confined to the safety of the
homeworking environment these past several months, freight
forwarders, truckers, ground handlers, customs officers,
together with airline flight and dispatch crews have been on
the frontline transporting much-needed medical equipment,
supplies and medicines wherever in the world they are needed.
They are all heroes. They represent the best of this industry,
coming together to put the needs of others above their own.
The dedication and commitment demonstrated by the great
men and women of air cargo to the vital role played by them
and this industry is highly commendable.
If we go back 10 years and remember what happened during the
crisis that followed the eruption of the Eyjafjallajökull Icelandic
volcano, and how Atlantic trade lanes were closed off for a
number of days – not as long as this current crisis – already
from that short closure, the impact was felt from air cargo
being missing. What we have now is visibility of air cargo. And
once a vaccine is developed, the sheer scale of the need to
transport it will yet again show the value of air cargo in times of
crisis, as well as in times of expansion.
Remarkable response
We should also reflect on the innovative way the airlines have
mobilised their grounded passenger fleets for cargo-only
operations, which has also been very impressive. Employing new
safety risk assessments, operational processes, and in some
cases installing new global networks in such a short timeframe
has been remarkable.
With nearly two thirds of the world’s passenger fleet grounded,
removing nearly 40% of the global air cargo capacity, the
utilisation of the industry’s fleet of freighters has increased and
many previously parked aircraft have been returned to service.
This, together with the growing number of passenger aircraft
operating as cargo-only flights, has helped address some of the
current capacity shortfall.
IATA has supported the carrier efforts by developing guidance
material on key safety aspects to consider when utilising
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passenger aircraft for cargo operations, and
special handling guidance when it comes to
shipping human remains and other precious
cargo impacted by the pandemic. We have also
produced guidance on aircraft sanitisation and
bio-safety procedures to protect ramp and
cargo facility employees.
On the aero political side, IATA advocated
with international bodies and national civil
aviation regulators about the need to keep air
cargo flowing and for exemptions for cargo
crew from travel restrictions and quarantine
provisions. We have also advocated for implied
processes to be applied when carriers seek
operational permits for charter operations and
for slot and other restrictive measures to be
relaxed.
With the industry projected to suffer from a
more than US$300 billion reduction in revenue
compared to 2019, IATA has also been working
with governments about financial supportive
measures necessary to help the entire aviation
industry weather this current storm.
From a cargo demand perspective, movement
of PPE remains very strong as countries start
to slowly reopen economies and relax social
lockdown policies. With the reintegration of
people in common environments, the demand
for personal-use face masks will see high
demand for some time.

on consumer behavior later in the year.
There will no doubt be some long-lasting
impacts of the current crisis, namely society
will be different; I think we as individuals will
be different; we will work differently and
appreciate things differently. And from the
positive impact that air cargo has had, I’m
certain that it will be indelibly etched in the
minds of everybody around the planet, of
how air cargo has responded to help frontline
medical staff and those infected with the
virus by transporting much-needed medical
supplies and medicines.
And what of the future?
And what of the future? The airlines will come
out of this looking very different. Passenger
confidence will take a while to come back.
Many airlines may not be able to carry a fleet
designed for 2020 passenger levels in a market
where numbers are less than in 2016. I think it
will also accelerate the arrival of a hands-free
industry: we’ll see a lot more digitalisation.
From a business perspective, we hope that
2021 will present a less-volatile business
environment – but with the reduced passenger
numbers, we can anticipate challenges in
achieving global cargo connectivity until
the passenger networks return to full-scale
operations.

“Air cargo will be critical to support
factory re-openings”
Glyn Hughes
Global head of cargo, IATA

Air cargo will also be critical to support
factory re-openings with urgent supply chain
restocking of components and movement of
finished goods.
Rollercoaster ride
But we can anticipate a rollercoaster ahead
of us for a while. We expect strong growth in
some e-commerce transactions to continue
as they have these past months. We can also
expect that once traditional consumerism
returns as shops start to reopen, air cargo will
be vital for restocking.
Unfortunately, we can also anticipate that at
some point this year the economic contraction
will result in slowed activity and workers who
have had employment impacted will focus on
replenishing savings drawn upon during the
lockdown. This may have a detrimental effect
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An inter-dependent
ecosystem
As TIACA we have the privilege to count among
our members companies from all parts of the
air cargo industry and supply chain and from
all over the world. And it is clear that this crisis
poses different challenges for each of the
sectors and companies. However, we are part
of an ecosystem and very dependent on each
other.

“This crisis poses different challenges
for each of the sectors and companies”
Steven Polmans
Chairman of TIACA

As an airline company, handler, airport, trucker
or forwarder, we all suffer the consequences
of this crisis, but the concerns and challenges
are often different. However, several common
factors link them together. The implementation
of new processes and new ways of working
has been a key element, as has adaptability.
In addition, government support – both in
response to overly restrictive regulations and
through financial assistance for the sector – has

been an experience shared by the majority of
players in our industry. And we have done – and
continue to do – everything we can to support
them, in particular through lobbying on behalf
of air cargo.
Intensive cooperation
We have worked very intensively with other
organisations such as ICAO, WHO, IATA,
when it comes to policy. We are very much in
favour of joining forces and strongly believe
that together we will achieve faster and
better results for the benefit of our industry.
At the same time, we also notice that other
organisations and politicians in the broader
issue of aviation often forget to look at air
freight. So, giving enough attention to this and
continuing to insist on the importance of air
freight is something we have done very actively.
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Finally, we are also very pleased that we have
been able to assist many individual members in
continuing their operations or certain parts of
operations, by contacting local governments or
organisations and weighing on the agenda or
by being able to escalate and solve problems
through our network.
We have also launched a survey to identify the
main needs and problems that our members
are currently facing so we can adjust our
work and help our members as best we can,
particularly in the reconstruction phase postCOVID-19.
Supporting the air cargo sector
While aviation is being hit hard, we must not
forget that the air cargo industry is doing
an incredibly good job and is once again
demonstrating our strengths and qualities.
Unfortunately, many companies in our industry
also depend on what happens on the passenger
side; the many airlines, handlers or airports are
hit hard, and air cargo is not immune to the
consequences.
Now that the first measures have been taken
to guarantee the supply chain and to continue
to provide the world with air cargo capacity, it
will be important to look further and ensure
that our industry emerges from this crisis as
unscathed as possible. It is utopian to think that
later this year everything will return to normal;
it will take a long time before aviation in general
will have recovered. And that will have an
impact on air freight.
We owe it to our members to help them
prepare for the future. This aspect will of
course be part of TIACA’s work in the months
to come. We’re not there yet, but we owe it to
ourselves to anticipate these issues well ahead
of time.
Proud to work in air freight and logistics
Today you can be proud if you work in logistics,
and especially in air freight. In many countries,
this branch has been proclaimed a critical
economic sector. Despite all the challenges, we
have once again demonstrated our flexibility,
agility and speed to adapt to the new reality.
We really must be proud of that. In a lot of
companies, air freight was the little brother,
but at the moment we are in the spotlight. And
rightly so. Hopefully, in the years to come, we
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will be able to cash in on the credit we have
built up in recent weeks.
Changes and opportunities
All crises have something in common: they
highlight the strengths and weaknesses of each
system. Air freight and its stakeholders are no
exception. Changes will undoubtedly occur in
our industry, and we could see new leaders
emerge – and perhaps even new activities. I
expect a brighter future for the full freighters
in the coming years, because the recovery of
all that belly capacity will not be as fast as many
hope or think.
We are also already seeing a greater demand
for digital solutions. Paperless now suddenly
also has the advantage that it means
contactless. And apparently that is currently
a bigger driver for many companies than the
operational efficiency that digital brings. And
even though the financial pressure is increasing
for many companies in this struggle for
survival, we also notice that sustainability in the

broader sense is becoming even higher on the
agenda of many companies in their strategy to
be stronger in the future.
Lessons from this crisis
It is always dangerous and difficult to draw
lessons while we are still in a crisis. 10 years ago,
we had a financial crisis, and it was different
from this one. Within 10 years, we will probably
have another crisis and it will be different
again. We should also dare to approach a crisis
as a crisis, not as something structural. But
it is clear that companies with a vision and a
sustainable model survive a crisis better and
easier than very opportunistic companies
that have many more weak links in their chain
and are therefore much more susceptible to
disruption. And I feel that this will become a
very important element in the coming years.
What’s the point of earning a few percent
more each year, if every few years a crisis wipes
out all that advantage (and more) in the short
term and even threatens the survival of the
company?
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Resilience and
creativity in a crisis
The coronavirus pandemic has created a
situation not previously experienced in our
industry. While some of our members are
serving several active industry verticals, many
are experiencing business reductions above
50%.
The most common concern expressed is the
ongoing TSA cargo security enforcement
despite the lack of normal freight volume.
Cargo inspectors are extraordinarily active
and carrying out inspections on our facilities
throughout the country. The agency has not
placed these agents on leave, and as a result,
they continue to implement their regular
inspection routines, through both physical and
virtual visits to our facilities.
Of course, many of our members are also
concerned about finances and, despite
application filing challenges, have received
financial assistance through the Paycheck
Protection Program and other loans available
through the Cares Act.

We are therefore working with Capitol Hill
appropriators to enable forwarders and their
cartage trucking partners to receive continued
funding of the Paycheck Protection Program
as well as cash grants and zero-interest loans.
Hopefully, we will see this additional help in the
anticipated next financial relief package.
Our transportation and logistics network will
lead the way to full economic recovery. Still, the
freight forwarding industry needs to be ready
and not in a state of diminished capacity as the
pandemic subsides.
During this time, we need to support our
passenger airline partners as much as possible
and are glad that many have stepped up and
are now offering cargo-only flights using their
passenger planes. These trips keep freight
moving, especially for essential medical
products, perishables, and vital technology
commodities that are important to our
economy and recovery. Several of our members
continue to utilize hundreds of these flights that
are currently flying with large volumes of cargo.

Supporting members
Our most significant means of support
to members has been through constant
communication using our emergent ‘Airmail’
email system, which provides regular situational
updates. We have also started a COVID-19
Resource Page on our website, where
members can access relevant regulatory and
other informational links. Also, we have a
webinar scheduled next week on technology
implications arising during the pandemic.

Resilience and creativity
In addition to the passenger plane cargo flights
mentioned, our industry remains as adaptable,
creative, and resilient as ever. Forwarders
continue to provide innovative logistical
solutions that include complex routings to
speed shipments around bottlenecks to broad
geographic distributions of personal protection
equipment to health care workers throughout
the country.

Freight forwarders are predominantly small
or medium-sized businesses, mostly located
near airports in metropolitan areas across the
country. The sudden reduction in passenger
flights due to the pandemic, along with the
severe economic downturn, has hit their
businesses hard. We also believe that while
the new government financial relief packages
are helpful, many of our members have
no access to their primary niche markets.

Contribution to society
The most significant opportunity emerging
from their pandemic has been our industry’s
ability to help people in need. Several of
our members are contributing no-cost
transportation services for charitable
organisations. These shipments often include
essential medical in perishable food supplies
shipped through those who need the items
most.
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Brandon Fried
Executive director, The Airforwarders Association

Potential lessons
COVID-19 has taught forwarders several vital
lessons, but probably the most significant is
that diversification is essential. Many of our
members focused on specific industry niches
that were adversely impacted by the pandemic.
As a result, business strategies may focus on
serving several verticals as a hedge against
disruption.
The forwarding industry has stayed mission
flexible, learning that several administrative jobs
can be home-based. Of course, there will always
be the need to move the boxes in a warehouse
setting, but with robust technology and internet
connectivity, providing successful customer
service away from the traditional office is
quite possible. This efficiency may lead to a
reduction in office space needed and further
emphasis on industrial space requirements
instead.
Finally, the globalism of supply chains is likely
to continue, but we expect that sourcing will
become more ironclad against disruption. This
fortification will happen through the geographic
diversification of manufacturing and the
development of supply chain technology that
could more effectively manage future risks.
The essential lesson learned is that wherever
customers choose to produce their products,
freight forwarders will always be a crucial part
of their logistics team and indispensable in the
upcoming recovery
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Air freight fights back
Alongside dealing with the collapse in passenger airline businesses, air cargo carriers have
responded in an extraordinarily creative and positive way and are playing a vital role in the
medical and economic recovery from the Covid-19 pandemic, writes Will Waters

It seems a long time since freighter operators
and passenger carriers began suffering from
flight cancellations in late January due to
China’s initial lockdown and the extension
of Chinese New Year holiday closures. Since
then, the spread of the Covid-19 pandemic
around the world has had catastrophic effects
on the aviation industry and on people and
businesses around the world. The subsequent
mass cuts to passenger air services have
triggered what is widely regarded as the
biggest crisis in civil aviation history, although
it also led to a revival in the fortunes of
freighter operations.
The need back in February, initially, was
to provide capacity to supply China with
medical support and then subsequently to
carry Chinese exports – to supply factories
and supply chains in Europe and North
America, and elsewhere in Asia, with Chinesemanufactured parts and components ahead
of what was expected to be a relatively
normal year of economic growth. But as the
spread of the pandemic led to lockdowns
in Italy and then throughout Europe
and worldwide, the emphasis switched
dramatically from industrial resupply to
a frenzied search to source medical and
personal protective equipment to prepare
medical personnel – and, later, other sections
of the population – for the various waves of
viral infection sweeping the planet.
Bellyhold capacity slashed
With the global freighter fleet deployed and
passenger airline services slashed, soaring
air freight and charter rates and a desperate
scramble for urgently needed capacity
encouraged many airlines to follow the lead
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of Cathay Pacific and other key carriers in
Asia to deploy passenger aircraft to provide
cargo-only services, in the now increasingly
established ‘passenger freighter’ model.
Skyrocketing rates that initially spiked well
north of US$10 per kilo, and the desperate
need for medical capacity, has persuaded
dozens of passenger airlines to operate
‘passenger freighters’ alongside full freighter
operations, providing a vital lifeline for
medical practitioners and populations, as
well as a revenue source for carriers. And
by early May, this had begun to build a new
equilibrium in air freight supply and demand
that now seems likely to ebb and flow as
passenger airline capacity gradually rebuilds.
According to World ACD, worldwide
chargeable weight carried by air in April fell
more than 31% compared with April 2019 and
by almost 23% compared with March 2020,
with volumes carried picking up gradually as
the month progressed – and capacity was
increased. Ex-China capacity in March was
down by around 40%, but by late April it had
broadly recovered to the levels of last year,
data from Seabury indicates. Meanwhile,
the well-publicised lack of cargo capacity
on certain key lanes, caused by the forced
inactivity of many passenger aircraft, caused
average airline yields to rise “very sharply”,
by 63% month on month (MoM), and by 99%
year on year (YoY). “And so, in the midst of
aviation’s biggest crisis, worldwide air cargo
revenues went up in April, by 36% YoY and by
26%, MoM,” WorldACD noted.
30% fall in capacity and volumes
WorldACD estimated that passenger aircraft
capacity was down by around 75%, year on

year, in April, and Seabury estimates that
global international air cargo capacity was
down by around 30%, year on year, by the last
two weeks of April, with ex-China capacity
exceeding the levels seen in April 2019 by the
end of the month.
By mid-May, capacity had recovered a little
further, with Seabury estimating worldwide
international air cargo capacity was 28%
below the levels for the same week in 2019.
Transpacific cargo capacity was flat, but
capacity between Asia and Europe remained
10% below 2019 capacity levels.
Meanwhile, North America-Latin America
capacity was also nearly back to 2019 levels,
with outbound Latin America-North America
freighter capacity compensating partly for
the loss of widebody belly capacity, which
Seabury estimated was down 80% from 2019
levels.
Global widebody belly capacity remained 75%
below 2019 levels, despite a 10% increase
over the previous week, Seabury estimated,
with widebody belly capacity increases
driven by increases in the number of active
aircraft – with B777-300 and B787-9 aircraft
the most popular passenger freighters being
introduced – and higher utilisation rates of
aircraft.
It estimated that as of mid-May, global
freighter capacity was 13-19% higher than the
same week in 2019, with freighter capacity
“close to maximum” and freighter utilisation
rates reaching “record highs”. Grounded
B747 freighters have been brought back into
service by carriers including CargoLogicAir
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”
and Atlas Air, and KLM revived its combi
aircraft as part of the massive global airlift
campaign that has put air freight centre stage
in the fight against the coronavirus pandemic
– as it will also be in the economic recovery.
By May, it was reported that more than 100
passenger airlines had begun operating
‘passenger freighters’. For example, Emirates
has been back flying close to 100 cargo fights
a day in May, using a combination of its 11
Boeing 777 freighter aircraft and around 60
of its Boeing 777-300ER passenger aircraft
as dedicated cargo aircraft, as it continues to
rebuild its global cargo network following the
shutdown of most of its passenger flights.
And there has been mass ‘passenger freighter’
programmes gradually building and expanding

from most airline groups, now including
hundreds of flights each month from carriers
including American Airlines, United, Etihad,
Cathay Pacific, IAG, Lufthansa and Swiss – as
these carriers will outline in the following
pages – including carrying cargo on the
passenger decks of aircraft, in many cases.
And although some airlines have announced
plans to resume some of their grounded
passenger services from this summer, it is
expected that airlines’ passenger freighter
programmes will continue for some time
– alongside very a busy programme of
freighter operations, as air freight operators
continue to play a vital role in the medical
and economic recovery from the Covid-19
pandemic.
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In the midst of
aviation’s biggest
crisis, worldwide
air cargo revenues
went up in April,
by 36% YoY and
by 26% MoM

”
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Unprecedented times
Etihad activated a ‘passenger-freighter’ fleet network within 48 hours of the suspension of
passenger flights. But only the reintroduction of passenger traffic can ultimately ease the
inevitable financial challenges for airlines, says Abdulla Mohamed Shadid, managing director for
cargo and logistics at Etihad Aviation Group

What have been the biggest challenges
to your air cargo business and cargo
handling operations from the coronavirus
pandemic and the measures taken to
reduce its spread?
On 24 March 24, all passenger flights into
and out of the UAE were suspended upon a
directive by the UAE GCAA. This meant that
Etihad Cargo immediately lost all belly-hold
operations – which accounts for the majority
of our capacity and connectivity to more than
80 destinations globally. The biggest challenge
this presented us with was how to adequately
address our continuing customer demand, as
well as the increasing global demand for air
freight following the grounding of passenger
flights all over the world.

of the suspension of passenger flights and
has provided us an opportunity to continue
supporting our customers globally, introducing
a network that addresses key global trade
lanes. It started with five Boeing 787-1000
aircraft deployed to serve 11 destinations
including Beijing, Incheon, and Manila,
among others. This quickly grew to a fleet
of 23 aircraft by the end of April serving 32
destinations, in addition to 10 additional
passenger aircraft used for charter activities.
We are continually monitoring loads and
demand across our network to ensure we are
providing support where it is needed most and
during the first week of May added three new
cities to the network with the start of flights to
Oslo, Barcelona and Kuala Lumpur.

remains uninterrupted by the global situation.

Additionally, many countries implemented
stringent border control measures in response
to the COVID-19 outbreak, which naturally
introduced added complexity to the crew
planning process as well as layover measures
in the higher risk destinations. With our
employee safety and wellbeing coming first,
we moved rapidly to adapt our rosters and
shift patterns to protect our pilots, crew,
riding engineers, loadmasters and ground staff,
whilst maintaining our own strict occupational
health and safety measures in line with the
World Health Organisation, the UAE Ministry
of Health, UAE GCAA and the Abu Dhabi
Department of Health guidelines, to safeguard
our employees’ wellbeing as they continue to
operate on the frontline.

Other transformation initiatives, such as our
digitalisation strategy, have supported our
own operations and our clients during this
time, especially while our customers are now
working from home. We have been able to
provide them with seamless booking processes
using etihadcargo.com as well as portals such
as cargo.one and Webcargo by Freightos,
and minimised the need for paper air waybills
and physical transactions thanks to the big
investment undertaken to push our e-AWB
penetration from 16% last year to almost 75%
right before the COVID-19 outbreak.

The Abu Dhabi Airports Company has been
a key stakeholder and supporter in our own
operations. Their leadership has supported us
in managing swift flight operations in and out
of the capital’s airport.

How have you responded to these
challenges?
To address the challenge of reduced capacity,
we immediately deployed passenger-freighters
and increased the utilisation of our Being
777 freighter fleet. The passenger-freighter
fleet network was activated within 48 hours
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Has there been any significant
cooperation between stakeholders?
As the national carrier of the UAE, Etihad is
more intrinsically linked with Abu Dhabi Inc.
and the government of the UAE during the
COVID-19 global pandemic. We have been
working alongside the various local entities,
including the National Emergency Crisis and
Disaster Management Authority (NCEMA), to
cooperate and ensure that the continuity of
food and medical supplies into the country

Each entity, such as the UAE Food Security
Council, Abu Dhabi Development Holding
Company (ADQ), Abu Dhabi Department of
Health (DOH), Abu Dhabi Ports Company, Abu
Dhabi Airports Company, the UAE General
Civil Aviation Authority, the Ministry of
Economy, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and
International Cooperation and the Abu Dhabi
Health Services Company (SEHA), among
others have each played a vital role in the
UAE’s response and handling of the current
crisis, and we are proud to have a seat at the
table in the form of the various committees
that meet regularly to address evolving needs
and priorities.

Thanks to the collaboration of all stakeholders
and the guidance and support of our country’s
leadership, Abu Dhabi and the wider UAE are
adequately positioned to manage the current
situation through effective decisions.
What challenges and opportunities have
been presented by the introduction of
cargo-only passenger aircraft services,
and/or increased numbers of freighter
services? What proportion of your
‘normal’ cargo capacity are you currently
operating?
It is fair to say that the whole industry is facing
the same issue when operating passenger
freighters: managing the increased cost of
operation due to using passenger aircraft
without passengers. With breakeven costs
pushing higher and higher up, airlines had to
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react to offset these incremental financial burdens
whilst at the same time prioritising the shipment
of essential medical supplies and food items. The
lower fuel price has provided us and our customers a
welcome cushion.
In addition to passenger-freighters, we also drove
further optimisation of our Boeing 777 freighter fleet,
initially as part of our plans for the IATA summer
season, and subsequently tweaked following the
suspension of our passenger operations. This allowed
us to backfill some of the global capacity shortage as we
increased scheduled freighter frequencies into markets
such as Amsterdam, Frankfurt, Hanoi, Hong Kong and
Shanghai, as well as introduced new services to markets
where we lost bellyhold capacity, such as Chicago, Milan
and Paris.

We continue to work hand-in-hand with our ground
handling partners to mitigate any risk arising as a result
of warehouse congestions and resource availabilities,
which has ensured we never compromise our high
delivery standards.
What new opportunities have arisen, if any, amid
the undoubted challenges of the last few weeks?
The global response to the COVID-19 outbreak meant
that more and more people around the world became
confined to working from home. This presented a
real challenge mostly for conventional carriers that
relied heavily on administrative tasks such as scanning
and printing of paper air waybills, declarations and

”

Has the increased number of healthcare-related
shipments, for example testing kits or personal
protective equipment, presented any particular
operational challenges?
Etihad Cargo has made significant investments in
enhancing and expanding our Cold Chain product
portfolio, having become the Middle East’s only IATA
Centre of Excellence for pharmaceuticals and perishable
logistics in 2019. This included expanded cold storage
rooms, active-container partnerships with reputable
service providers, mapping and tracker devices, thermal
blankets and priority ramp transfer at our Abu Dhabi
hub. The positive market response and increased
customer confidence in our investments became
visible during the first quarter of 2020, as we increased
our year-on-year cool chain volumes by 25-30%. This
number has further increased during the month of
April as we expanded our activities of bringing food
and medical supplies to the UAE and transporting PPE
equipment across the globe, the latter representing
more than one third of our global tonnage alone during
April.

We continue to work
hand-in-hand with
our ground handling
partners to mitigate
any risk arising as a
result of warehouse
congestions
and resource
availabilities

”

various other forms and physically
carrying them to the warehouses
and placing them in pouches.
For Etihad Cargo, this presented
the opportunity for us to put
our digital capabilities to the
test in order to best support our
customers, with enhanced online
booking features on etihadcargo.
com and our partner portals, as
well as seamless access to track &
trace and messaging functionality
using our mobile application.
Additionally, we now surpassed the
75% level for Electronic Air Waybill
penetration, up from 16% during
the same period last year.
Furthermore, the rising demand

ABDULLA MOHAMED SHADID
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”
Operating passenger aircraft
without passengers inevitably
increases freight breakeven
costs, requiring airlines to
adjust their prices

”

ABDULLA MOHAMED SHADID

As mentioned before, operating
passenger aircraft without
passengers inevitably increases
the financial burden on the
bellyhold capacity due to the
lack of passenger revenue,
driving freight breakeven costs
higher and requiring airlines to
adjust their prices to cover the
resulting incremental costs, all
of this whilst trying to remain
globally competitive. Only the
reintroduction of passenger
traffic can ease these financial
bottlenecks over time.

trends witnessed during the past
weeks combined with global
bellyhold capacity shortages
presented unique opportunities
to open new routes using our
passenger aircraft. An example
of this has been the introduction
of Oslo to our flight network for
the very first time to support
the seamless transport of fresh
salmon to the UAE and beyond.
This traffic was and continues to
be served through our extensive
European road feeder service
but is now further enhanced with
a direct service to the Nordic
region.

Other opportunities have also
arisen that allowed us to operate
ad-hoc charters to unique
destinations, delivering PPE
equipment and medical supplies
to places such as Bucharest,
Copenhagen and Zagreb, as well as
supporting the UAE Government
Aid programme delivering medical
supplies to nations including
Guinea, Mauritania, Armenia,
Georgia, Chad and Kazakhstan.
To what extent has increased
pricing on certain lanes in
response to cuts in capacity
made up for losses of capacity
and demand?
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Have you had to let go of or
furlough significant numbers
of cargo staff? How long
can your operations and
businesses be sustained in the
current environment?
The Etihad Cargo family continues
to work round the clock to
support our nation’s food and
medical supplies strategy as well
as our forwarder customers
around the world during these
turbulent times, and we are
proud to have retained our small
workforce during the past months
to continue delivering on our
service quality mandate. That
being said, we maintain a cautious
outlook to what the future may
bring and are adequately prepared
to weather the commercial and
operational impact of this crisis
as required. Our transformation

programme during the past 24
months has given the business
agility to better manage our
operations through these
unprecedented times, and we
confident of our ability to navigate
what lies ahead.
Has the changed environment
meant you have had to change
your charging structure – for
example via cargo handling
surcharges?
It is natural for airlines during
these unprecedented times
to review their strategies to
manage increased costs such
as the use of passenger aircraft
without passengers and the
added operational complexities.
Maintaining full transparency with
our customers and driving deeper
trust is key during these times.
To what extent have
contractual arrangements
prior to Covid-19 had
to be suspended – for
example, long-term pricing
contracts and blocked-space
agreements?
The cyclical nature of the cargo
industry does mean that the
needs of customers continue to
evolve. During these uncertain
times, new opportunities for
long term pricing and blockedspace bookings have arisen, and
our teams work closely with
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our partner customers to support and manage changing
requirements.
Handling and quality challenges
Some freight forwarders have reported longer
handling times in recent weeks, for example due
to the challenges of handling cargo-only passenger
flights – including the use of the upper decks of
passenger aircraft – and/or high levels of staff
absences. Would you agree that this has been a
challenge?
The utilisation of the upper decks of a passenger aircraft
indeed presents operational challenges and added
complexities whilst the cargo is being loaded and unloaded,
including the need for additional resources and longer
ground times. Whilst we have decided to not go down that
route to date, we remain open to deploying this solution
based on customer demand and would only see it as a
last resort. Through our world-class Etihad Engineering
capabilities, we are able to activate this within as little as 10
days if needed, including use of cabin seats and overhead
bins as is, installation of seat bags, or removal of seats and
installation of cabin pallets. Etihad Engineering has in fact
already started carrying out such modifications to other
airlines since April.
To what extent has it been possible to maintain
normal levels of service or handling times in recent
weeks? What have you done to help maintain service
levels?
Our promise to our customers is second to none and
it is key that we strive to maintain our high service
levels they have grown accustomed to, especially during
these challenging times when the timely delivery of PPE
equipment and medical supplies is paramount. Last year we
invested in our Cargo Control Centre to effectively manage
this and support our customers’ needs every step of the
journey, and it continues to be the nerve centre of our
operations.
Additional resources and volunteers were positioned at our
hub facility to handle peak movements and ensure smooth
ramp transfers, and to navigate the additional complexities
presented due to additional health and safety measures
we applied across our network. Whilst service levels
during COVID19 are not at their absolute peak, taking into
account challenges like border closures and road curfews
at some destinations, short-notice flight permits and other
operational matters, we continue to deliver strong results
in line with our customer promise and continue to monitor
our Cargo iQ (figures) even more closely during these
turbulent times, as the type of commodities we carry these
days depends more on it.
What have you done to help protect staff from
exposure to the virus itself?
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In line with the wider Etihad Aviation Group
and local government guidelines, Etihad Cargo
implemented a work from home policy for all
support functions of the business. As a result
of an extensive digitalisation strategy over
the past 24 months the transition to a mobile
team has been seamless and allowed for our
teams to work effectively while staying safe
at home. Additionally, we have implemented
additional health and safety measures across
our offices and facilities to further protect
and safeguard our staff, including installation
of thermal scanners and deploying additional
sanitization stations, all of which are in line
with strict guidelines from the UAE GCAA,
World Health Organisation, the UAE Ministry
of Health and the Abu Dhabi Department of
Health.
Whilst those that can work from home are
safely set up to do so, the wellbeing of our
frontline heroes working on the ground,
ramp and warehouse, as well as our crew

“Additional resources and
volunteers were positioned at
our hub facility to handle peak
movements and ensure smooth
ramp transfers, and to navigate
the additional complexities
presented due to additional
health and safety measures”
Abdulla Mohamed Shadid
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to effectively navigate this and become a
lifeline for the airline. As part of our future
contingency the Etihad Aviation Group is
currently reviewing its future passenger
network ‘restart’ scenario and the strategy in
a post-COVID-19 world.
How well do you feel the air cargo
handling sector has responded to the
various challenges?
The air cargo handling sector has
demonstrated they are true champions
throughout this pandemic. When countries
introduced movement restrictions that have
confined people to their homes, ground
handlers continued to work on the frontline
to maintain essential cargo flows to support
us all. It is important that we recognise the
role they play and their timely response to
keeping goods moving.
Cargo handlers have seen their own
challenges as some of the larger providers
sought to consolidate their warehouse
operations in line with reduced flights versus
pre-COVID, and others have had to adapt
to the complexity connected to customers
choosing to load cargo in the cabins. The
way they are responding to and handling
these challenges is commendable and as their
partner we continue to work hand-in-hand
with them to overcome any challenges as
they arise.
and loadmasters is our utmost priority. We
carefully review every part of the operation to
ensure their safety and security and take the
necessary measures with respect to outstation
layovers, rosters and medical testing in
compliance with the UAE GCAA directives.

The speed at which we were able to adapt
and implement this rollout is testament to
the agility of Etihad Cargo and the airline
at large, in addition to the support our
shareholder and the board have entrusted
on us.

Contingency planning

What lessons have been learned for
future contingency planning?
No one could have predicted a pandemic
of this magnitude. The aviation industry is
currently navigating the largest ever crisis
it has had to ordeal, the impact of SARS
and the eruption of the Icelandic volcano
Eyjafjallajökull did not have the same
devastation as we are navigating today which
has resulted in a number of airlines ceasing
operations.

To what extent did your contingency
planning prepare you for the various
scenarios that it has thrown up?
The all-encompassing transformation strategy
which we have implemented over the past 24
months saw us completely overhauling our
fleet, network, digital capabilities, physical
infrastructure, commercial distribution
model, as well as our product verticals. This
has enabled us to move swiftly to address
the challenges that we have faced as a result
of COVID-19, an example being the speed
at which we were able to introduce our
passenger-freighter network.

Etihad Cargo’s own contingency planning and
preparedness has shown that even during
the toughest of circumstances, which didn’t
come without their challenges, we were able
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How do you see the situation evolving
over the coming weeks and months?
Based on the various COVID-19 containment
measures introduced by the various countries
around the world, we remain hopeful that the
infection curves plateau and start to fall soon,
and until then we will continue to provide
support where it is needed most. As the
national carrier of the United Arab Emirates
we will continue to work hand-in-hand with
the UAE government to transport aid across
the world, support the UAE food and medical
security programs as well as serve our global
customer base across key global trade lanes.
What preparations do you have in place
for volumes returning to more normal
levels as restrictions are eased?
The Etihad Aviation Group is reviewing all
possible options for a passenger network
restart and Cargo will continue to play a core
part in those future plans as we prepare to
ramp operations up over the coming period.
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Rising to the challenge
Roger Samways, VP cargo sales, American Airlines Cargo

What have been the biggest
challenges?
Because we fly cargo on our
passenger flights and do not
operate freighters, the decrease
in passenger demand directly
impacts our ability to fly cargo.
However, this has also presented
opportunities – the biggest of
which has been the creation of a
cargo-only network which utilizes
our passenger aircraft to move
cargo to areas of greatest need.
During this situation, safety
remains our top priority, and
we’ve implemented measures
over the last few months to
care for our team members,
customers and vendor partners
in response to the COVID-19. We
have implemented measures
beyond CDC recommendations
to ensure we are compliant
with all directives for preventing
the spread of COVID-19 at our
facilities and on our aircraft.
The most recent measure is
to provide masks to all frontline team members. Additional
measure include:
•

A dedicated 24/7 COVID-19
support desk at our
Integrated Operations
Centre (IOC), led by
our staff doctor to lead
coordinated response
efforts and contingency
plans

•

Enhanced cleaning in all
facilities

•

Providing disinfectant
wipes and hand sanitizer for
airport team members and
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•

all cargo locations
Restricted access to
all locations, including
restricted movement
between teams and
workgroups

•

Enhanced aircraft cleaning
procedures, including
fogging

•

Temperature checks for
operation-critical employees
and self-monitoring for all
others

How have you responded to
these challenges?

These challenges are
unprecedented, and we’ve had
to adapt. But our teams are
well prepared to do exactly
this and we have found unique
ways to meet our customer
needs. For example, following
the reduction in our passenger
schedule, our team was able to
work collaboratively with many
different groups across American
Airlines in order to begin
operating cargo-only flights.
Initially these were focused on
a couple of key routes between
Europe and the US, but we have
quickly expanded our operations
and will be operating close to

100 international long-haul cargo
flights per week in May. This
collaborative effort has enabled
us to continue to meet the
needs of our customers, to bring
much needed PPE, medicine and
medical supplies into the US, as
well as providing work for people
across the American Airlines
team.
Has there been any significant
cooperation between
stakeholders?
Getting cargo-only flights
approved and off the ground
takes a lot of collaboration across
multiple groups. For example,
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network planning, revenue management
teams, government affairs, legal, crew
scheduled and operations, the list goes on.
As these flights are operating separately from
our typical network schedule, it also requires
approval from the destination airports and
various government entities around the world.
What challenges and opportunities have
been presented by the introduction of
cargo-only passenger aircraft services?
What proportion of your ‘normal’ cargo
capacity are you currently operating?
Lots of opportunities… and lots of challenges!
Without passengers, our capacity to carry
cargo in our aircraft expands because of lack
of baggage and increased payload capability.
Also, working on a cargo-only schedule has

given us a certain amount of flexibility in terms
of where we operate and with what aircraft –
this has enabled us to meet some very specific
customer requests, which has been great.
On the flip side, the additional flying requires
a huge amount of coordination between
different groups, and we’ve learned a lot about
things as diverse as the approval needed to
operate in Russian airspace, crew rest and
hotel requirements, airport capabilities and
aircraft maintenance requirements. By late
April, we were operating 46 international
cargo-only flights each week on our widebody
aircraft, in addition to our 17 weekly passenger
flights to London and Tokyo. This total
number is expected to nearly double in May.
Has the increased number of healthcare-
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related shipments, for example testing
kits or personal protective equipment,
presented any particular operational
challenges?
The main challenge we’ve experienced is
that we’ve had more demand than we can
accommodate. There have also been varying
challenges related to changing customs
requirements in some countries that have
taken some extra efforts and time to resolve.
What new opportunities have arisen,
amid the undoubted challenges of the
last few weeks?
We’ve had the opportunity to implement
some new projects that have been under
discussion for some time. Most notable is
our Fair Booking Policy that we announced
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”
We will be
operating close to
100 international
long-haul cargo
f lights per week
in May
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on April 15, with an effective date of May
1. The policy is meant to mitigate unused
space, especially when demand is critical,
by implementing fees for late cancellations,
late changes or bookings which no show.
Particularly now, as an industry we have a very
limited number of daily flights around the
world and we have a responsibility to protect
and utilise capacity as effectively as possible.
This is space that could be used to move lifesaving medicines or critical commodities, so
we must do everything we can to avoid wasted
cargo capacity and to ensure that we have as
positive an impact on the world at a time when
people are counting on us so heavily.
It’s also been a great opportunity to further
raise the profile of our cargo business within
the company. Cargo has always been a valuable
contributor to the bottom line, and the current
efforts just help to highlight the important role
that the team plays.
To what extent has increased pricing
on certain lanes in response to cuts in
capacity made up for losses of capacity
and demand?
The available cargo capacity across all air
cargo carriers has been greatly reduced due to
COVID-19, which puts us in a unique situation
regarding the economics of operating cargoonly flights. Since we’re a passenger airline
that carries cargo in the belly of our planes, in
normal times our network schedule is primarily
influenced by passenger demand.
However, market rates are higher right now
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than we would normally see, which makes
running cargo-only flights using PAX aircraft
feasible. We look at this as a win-win – we
provide much-needed capacity for our
customers to move critical shipments, positive
cash-flow for the company as well as providing
additional work for our team members. That
said, while we are excited to offer cargoonly flights as a solution for our customers
and our business, they can in no way fill the
revenue gap resulting from our broad network
reduction.
Have you had to let go of or furlough
significant numbers of cargo staff?
As a company, we have offered employees

temporary leave and early out opportunities
if they wish to take them. However, no
employees have been furloughed. We’re
grateful for the relief and support we are
receiving from the government stimulus bill
and are working to ensure we are taking care
of team members during these times.
Has the changed environment meant
you have had to change your charging
structure – for example via cargo handling
surcharges?
The massive reduction in passenger demand
in addition to governmental travel restrictions
significantly disrupted cargo commerce
and has significantly impacted operational
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efficiencies of scale. For that reason, we did
implement a Peak Surcharge for international
shipments toward the end of March to help
mitigate that loss.

staff scheduled to mitigate the number
of employees in one location at once, and
created a COVID-19 support desk available for
all employees 24/7.

To what extent have contractual
arrangements prior to Covid-19 had to
be suspended – for example, long-term
pricing contracts and blocked-space
agreements?
We’ve honoured these agreements to the
extent that we can considering our current
schedule and capacity.

Contingency planning
To what extent did your contingency
planning prepare you for the various
scenarios that it has thrown up?
Our teams often hear a phrase called “adaptive
advantage”. This is a mantra all cargo leaders

”

Handling and quality challenges
To what extent has it been possible to
maintain normal levels of service or
handling times in recent weeks?
Our Operations team continues to do an
incredible job to protect customer service
level during these unique times, and our
performance metrics, including our flown as
booked performance, have been excellent.
We’ve not experienced issues with
ground handling during this time, and our
performance metrics have in fact been
excellent. While we have received approval
from the FAA, as have all US carriers, to carry
cargo in-cabin, there are logistical challenges
to doing so. One of those is loading time as
this is an entirely new process and time on the
ground doesn’t always allow time for in-cabin
loading. Because of this, we are evaluating
which routes might make using upper deck
space a feasible solution.
What have you done to help protect staff
from exposure to the virus itself?
Many of our frontline team members now
wear masks. In addition, we supply our
cargo stations with extra hand sanitizer and
wipes and enforce proper social distancing
guidelines. We have changed up eating in
break areas to accommodate social distancing,
started to install plexiglass at counters, and
have implemented additional and more
frequent cleaning of equipment and facilities.
We’ve also implemented a work from home
policy for those employees who are able,
set regular temperature checks at some of
our facilities for team members working
from those locations, created a rotating

Our Operations team
continues to do an
incredible job during
these unique times
and our performance
metrics, including
f lown as booked,
have been excellent

”
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adopt, and while this circumstance is not one
we have seen before, we are so proud of the
way we have all worked together and even
taken on new roles and responsibilities to
meet the changing needs of our business and
our customers.
What lessons have been learned for
future contingency planning?
The lessons we’ve learned now will continue
to help us in the future, and we will continue
to learn from this experience even once it is
well behind us. We’re already more nimble and
know what can be accomplished when we all
come together to solve a problem. It’s been
a testament of great team work in uncertain
circumstances and we can be motivated by
that in the future.
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How well do you feel the air cargo
handling sector has responded to the
various challenges?
Air cargo plays a critical role in the world
economy – 30% of world trade moves by
air. As an industry, we have recognized that
now it is as important as ever to ensure
we keep goods moving around the world.
Certain infrastructures have stalled, and
we see shipments shifting to air transport
that may not typically travel that way. The
urgent need for medical and food supplies is
an example of something that the air cargo
industry can quickly work together to solve.
It’s encouraging to see other airlines also
striving to find solutions, like taking out seats
to allow for more PPE cargo space or flying
speciality shipments for their country’s health
organizations.
How do you see the situation evolving
over the coming weeks and months?
As passenger routes are added back into our
schedule, we will carry cargo on these regularly
scheduled flights. Additional cargo-only flights
will continue as we have the demand and
aircraft to do so, but I anticipate a gradual
transition back to our regular model of carrying
cargo on our passenger routes. We’re all taking
this one or two months at a time and it is hard
to predict a timeline for any of this with any
certainty.
What preparations do you have in place
for volumes returning to more normal
levels as restrictions are eased?
We have a working group at the airline that is
tasked with these discussions.
Do you have any other comments
or observations about the current
challenging environment?
In situations as severe as this, it’s really easy to
become very inward looking. We can spend
time wishing that things were different and
talking about the need to simply “survive”
the crisis. Ultimately though, as challenging
as this situation is, it presents a great learning
experience – one which we will benefit from in
years to come – as long as we can maintain a
positive mindset. So, let’s keep focusing on the
things that we can control and not worry about
the many things that we can’t, remain positive,
and be grateful for all that we still have.
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A timely Swiss solution
The launch of a cargo-only network by SWISS and Swiss WorldCargo has led to the creation of two
‘SWISS Belly Charter’ products. But continuing to link Switzerland to global supply chains and medical
supplies requires considerable preparation, and the carrier’s main focus is on covering the cost of
flights and ensuring the timely arrival of much-needed goods, explains Ashwin Bhat, head of cargo,
Swiss International Air Lines
What have been the biggest challenges
to your air cargo business and cargo
handling operations from the coronavirus
and the measures taken to reduce its
spread?
We as SWISS and Swiss WorldCargo have
begun operating a cargo-only network in
addition to our reduced flight plan. Based on
the impact of the Coronavirus and resultant
travel restrictions, we had to quickly adjust
our existing passenger network, which caused
us to seek alternatives in order to continue
serving existing supply chains.

‘SWISS Belly Charter’
The new service, ‘SWISS Belly Charter’ comes
in two versions: ‘Full Belly’ is an aircraft
chartered by a single customer; ‘Charter CoLoad’ is an agreement with several customers
for a full belly flight.
In order to optimise the space on the aircraft,
after an operation risk evaluation and thanks
to the local authorities, SWISS could load
humanitarian goods in the economy seats on
aircraft into Switzerland.
In our operations along with our handling
agents and on the ramp, we focus on keeping
social distancing guidelines, including many
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of our staff working in home office and/or
wearing masks to keep themselves safe.
How have your responses evolved?
So far, the process has gone quite smoothly.
For us, the concept of the belly charter is
quite new, so we have had to move and adapt
quickly. Luckily, we have great teams, which
are working tirelessly on the different issues
and opportunities that we are confronted
with.
We want to make sure we can meet and
support the needs of our different customers
while also continuing to provide crucial
support in bringing medicinal goods to
Switzerland and continuing to export goods
worldwide.
As of late April, we have carried out over 80
cargo-only flights, mostly between China and
Switzerland, and shipped over 1,300 tonnes of
goods between Asia and Switzerland. We have
also opened a cargo-only network connecting
us to different gateways around the world on

”

In general, we can say that demand in the
freight business has tended to increase
for personal protection equipment (PPE)
alongside reduced capacity in the markets.
SWISS and Swiss WorldCargo have
accordingly tried to react quickly to the
changed conditions and have therefore
created our new SWISS Belly Charter service
to meet the demand for freight transport and
thus continue to link Switzerland to global
supply chains.

The concept of the
belly charter is quite
new, so we have had
to move and adapt
quickly

”
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a frequent basis, including: Shanghai (PVG),
Beijing (PEK), Chicago (ORD), Singapore (SIN),
Tokyo (TYO) and Bangkok (BKK).
Has there been any significant
cooperation between stakeholders?
Historically we have a very close collaboration
with our suppliers like Cargologic, Swissport,
the airport of Zurich, Environtainer, Jettainer
etc. and of course also with our customers.
We are aware that we can only manage and
handle such a crisis together.
For us it is of utmost interest to make sure
we can meet the needs of our different
customers while also continuing to provide
this crucial support in connecting Switzerland
with the world to enable trade.
What challenges and opportunities have
been presented?
We have looked to respond to the demand
with our cargo-only flights, as well as finding
alternative ways to offer capacity, such as with
loading in our cabin. Likewise, we are looking
at refurbishing some of our aircraft to remove
economy seats in order to add even more

capacity. In this way, we are able to respond
to the increased demand despite having a
network that is greatly reduced from our usual
offering.
These new ways of working require good

preparation and profound experience,
especially as our customers rely on us to
provide a consistent focus on quality. The
cabin load especially impacts our operations,
as we must take care to load and secure all
freight manually. Additionally, we need to

THANK

YOU
FOR KEEPING
THE AIRPORT
RUNNING

MEDICAL SUPPLIES CAN ONLY
ARRIVE WHERE THEY ARE
NEEDED THANKS TO YOU
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Additionally, it is not just the financial aspect.
From an economic perspective, we can
continue to secure Swiss industries access to
international markets. We maintain the import
and export of crucial goods, such as medical
supplies, during a critical time period.
Handling and quality challenges
We continue to benefit from a great
relationship with our ground handling
partners. We are all in this together and look
forward to meeting the challenges together
and to continued success together.
We make sure to remain available to our
customers as best as possible. Our handling
times are based around our flight schedules
and we make sure that our cargo is handled as
best as possible despite any challenges.

”
We had to update our offering and create a
completely new product called SWISS Belly
Charter

”
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cover and protect our seats, and store freight
with additional nets. All our crews have been
trained and briefed accordingly, and make sure
to check during the flight that everything is
secured and transported safely.
Has the increased number of healthcarerelated shipments presented any
particular operational challenges?
We have developed a reputation in the
industry for our focus on special, careintensive cargo, in particular many strong
Swiss export goods, such as watches, valuables
or specialized spare parts. Additionally,
we have concentrated our focus on
pharmaceutical goods and medicinal supplies,
which means we are well-equipped to handle
the current challenges of carrying healthcarerelated shipments.
We continue to go the extra mile for our
customers to ensure that the medicinal goods
are transported with the highest care.
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What new opportunities have arisen?
With the impact on our initial Network, based
on our customers’ needs, we launched our
cargo-only network and solutions in order
to keep the connection of Switzerland to the
global trade existing. Therefore, we had to
update our offering and create a completely
new product called SWISS Belly Charter.
To what extent has increased pricing
on certain lanes made up for losses of
capacity and demand?
Financially, the charter freight business helps
to provide a very small financial support.
Additionally, it allows us to continue using
our fleet despite restrictions for passenger
travel. However, on many of our routes we are
carrying humanitarian goods – here, our aim is
to provide the end customers with the needed
goods in the time of crisis. Our primary focuses
here are not on profit, but on ensuring that we
can cover the cost of flights and ensure the
timely arrival of these needed goods.

Protecting staff
At SWISS and Swiss WorldCargo we have
introduced social distancing. Additionally, our
staff receives masks and protection material
to keep the infection risk as low as possible.
Most of our office staff remain in home office.
So far we have not made any changes in the
numbers of our staff, and we are not making
any predictions or comments about the
future.
Contingency planning and evaluation of
the response
None of us expected the impact of COVID-19
to be so huge, hence all our contingency
planning has had evolve along with the
constantly evolving situation.
SWISS and Swiss WorldCargo have had a very
quick, strong reaction to the crisis. We put an
immediate focus on the safety of our staff, in
keeping our costs under control and pausing
projects.
With this crisis, we face a major impact to
our business and similar to all other airlines
worldwide, we need to tackle this situation.
The global travel restrictions have put all
airlines into a difficult situation.
We have created a completely new product
within 1-2 weeks, which allows us to continue
with our operation and being able to offer a
suitable and good product to our customers.
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Back to the
future
United hadn’t operated a schedule of cargo-only aircraft since it
stopped flying DC-10 freighters in December 2000. But it expects
to operate over 1,000 cargo-only flights in May, and United Cargo
president Jan Krems is proud of the creativity, resilience and
dedication displayed by his team

programme. Since we began using Boeing
777 and 787 aircraft from United’s passenger
fleet for this purpose, we have operated over
1,000 cargo-only flights carrying more than 16
million kilos of cargo. These numbers are even
more impressive when you consider that,
before we began the programme on March 19,
United hadn’t operated a schedule of cargoonly aircraft since we stopped flying DC-10
freighters in December 2000.
We expect to operate over 1,000 cargo-only
flights in May between six of our US hubs and
16 cities worldwide: AMS, BRU, BOM, CTU,
DUB, FRA, HKG, ICN, LHR, MEL, PEK, PVG, SJU,
SYD, TLV and ZRH. We also expect to begin
service to and from additional cities soon, and
continuing to expand our cargo-only flights
program is a top priority for our team.
What new opportunities have arisen,
amid the undoubted challenges of the
last few weeks?
Just in the past week, United has received
FAA approval to begin using in-cabin storage
areas, including overhead bins and closets, to
carry cargo on our cargo-only flights. Cargo
demand continues to grow, so any additional
capacity is a benefit to our customers –
many of whom are shipping critical medical
equipment, PPE, and other vital commodities
the world needs to manage through the
pandemic.

What have been the biggest challenges
to your air cargo business and cargo
handling operations from the coronavirus
pandemic and the measures taken to
reduce its spread?
The biggest challenge we faced in meeting our
customers’ needs as the pandemic began to
spread was that passenger demand fell quickly
while the need for cargo capacity was growing
– including demand for movement of vital
medical supplies like masks, goggles, hazmat
suits; ventilators and other surgical equipment;
test kits, pharmaceuticals and biologicals, etc.
Our capacity is normally determined by

United’s passenger network – though we
do have some influence on equipment and
routings. But with our cargo-only flights, we
are able to add cities and frequencies based on
what our customers need. Of course, we work
closely with our United colleagues and the
governments of the destinations, to develop
our cargo-only flights network.
How have you responded to these
challenges? To what extent does it solve
or mitigate the problems presented?
Thanks to our customers’ support, United
Cargo has been able to quickly develop
a comprehensive global cargo-only flights
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Some freight forwarders have reported
longer handling times in recent weeks.
Would you agree that this has been a
challenge?
There have been instances of increased
handling time in some airports as customs
personnel and local teams adapt to new and
different processes. United Cargo is much
less impacted by these challenges than some
other carriers for a variety of reasons: first,
we are loading cargo in the same areas and in
the same manner as we do in normal times;
second, capacity on many of our cargo-only
airplanes is booked far in advance – giving our
customers plenty of lead time to compensate
for any longer handling times; and third,
many of our cargo-only departures are
single-customer ‘charters’ – having a single
customers’ shipments on a flight tends to
lessen the impact of any local issues.
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How well do you feel the air cargo
handling sector has responded to the
various challenges?
From the perspective of over 30 years in air
cargo, I am very proud of the way our industry
has stepped up to supply what the world needs
to manage through this crisis. I am most proud
of the creativity, resilience and dedication
displayed by the United Cargo team – we’ve
quickly developed an entirely new way to serve
our customers while continuing to deliver the
quality of customer service they deserve and
expect.
How do you see the situation evolving
over the coming weeks and months?
This will depend on how quickly passenger
demand, and therefore passenger flight
schedules, recover. Right now, we have
substantial cargo demand while passenger
demand has fallen over 90%. Based on
previous experience, I expect cargo demand to
return more quickly than passenger demand.
So, when passenger flights begin to ramp up,
we still expect to be operating some cargoonly flights to ensure we can accommodate
our customers.

Strengthening the
supply by air
Despite the full use of its freighter fleet
and a growing network of ‘preighter’
flights, Lufthansa Cargo is still a long
way from replacing the far-reaching
cancellations of passenger air
freight capacity, reports manager for
communications Katharina Stegmann
Especially in emergency and crisis situations,
logistics and air freight are of particular
importance. Lufthansa Cargo is making every
effort to strengthen security of supply by
air. About half of the goods are normally
transported in freighters, the other half
in the bellies of passenger aircraft. Due to
the far-reaching cancellations of passenger
connections, valuable air freight capacity is
lacking. The Lufthansa Group and Lufthansa
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Cargo are therefore operating a multitude
of flights exclusively for cargo transport on
passenger aircraft.
In order to further increase the possible
cargo volume, especially for the transport of
comparatively light goods such as protective
masks, parts of the cabin interior of ten A330
Lufthansa aircraft have been removed. The
excellent cooperation between all involved
parties played a vital role in the quick
provision of important airfreight capacity.
Due to a constantly updated special flight
schedule, all 17 Lufthansa Cargo freighters
are continuously operating to transport
urgently needed goods, such as medical

supplies, around the world and to Germany.
In addition to the regular cargo flights,
up to 49 additional weekly flights with
Lufthansa passenger aircraft can now be
used exclusively for cargo transport. We are
currently able to offer roughly half of our
usual capacity.
We are currently operating our own freighter
fleet consisting of seven Boeing 777Fs and
six MD-11Fs. Additionally, we use the capacity
of four Boeing 777Fs from AeroLogic, our
joint venture with DHL Express. Furthermore,
Lufthansa Cargo is expecting the deliveries
of its 8th and 9th Boeing 777Fs in the second
half of 2020, with a standard load capacity of
103 tonnes each.
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Keeping
vital supplies
moving:
Solutions to
the COVID-19
pandemic
Driven by the necessities involved in supporting the
fight against the coronavirus, the essential role and
value of air cargo is now better understood beyond the
industry, believes John Cheetham, chief commercial
officer for IAG Cargo
What have been the biggest challenges
to your air cargo business and cargo
handling operations from the coronavirus
and the measures being taken to reduce
its spread?
COVID-19 has posed an unprecedented
challenge to the global airline industry.
We have adapted quickly, creating solutions
to put freight capacity where it is needed. We
were one of the first airline groups to provide
scheduled cargo-only flights on our passenger
aircraft. We have also been offering our
customers the option to charter our aircraft.
Throughout, we have worked closely with
our partner airlines and together we have
transported thousands of tonnes of essential
medical supplies across the world, including
on new routes that have been added to our
network.
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How have you responded to these
challenges?
We are incredibly proud of the way IAG Cargo
has adapted to this unprecedented period of
change for the industry.
Our response focussed on providing those
new services for customers – charters, cargoonly flights and the use of the passenger
cabins for cargo. We have one of the most
comprehensive networks of cargo-only flights
available and are focused on growing it.
The main need that we have responded to is
the surge in demand for medical equipment
and supplies across the world. Here, the
availability of cabin space has proved
immensely valuable as we seek to maximise
aircraft capacity, and during May we will work
with British Airways to facilitate 21 flights from
China to London every week.

Our focus will be to continue to keep vital
supplies moving to support global trade and
we will continue to work with our airline and
aviation partners to make this happen.
What new opportunities have arisen, if
any, amid the undoubted challenges of
the last few weeks?
The events of recent weeks have put our
adaptiveness and agility as a business to the
test. We have been driven by the necessities
involved in supporting the fight against
coronavirus.
The essential role and value of the air-cargo
industry is now better understood beyond the
industry. I think we’ve all become aware of the
truly globalised and interconnected nature of
the world economy.
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Dramatic and
contrary effects
Hard hit by both China’s early lockdown and the international lockdowns
that followed, Cathay Pacific was one of the first airlines to operate
suspended passenger services purely for air freight. But with 97% of its
passenger flights cancelled in May and 95% set to be cancelled in June,
even the carrier’s 20-strong freighter fleet ‘flying around the clock’ and
growing numbers of ‘passenger freighters’ still leave it operating barely
50% of its normal cargo capacity

Covid-19 has had two dramatic and contrary
effects on the air cargo business for Cathay
Pacific. Due to travel restrictions worldwide
and a drop in consumer demand, (as of early
May) we are only operating around 3-5% of our
scheduled passenger services; this has inevitably
had a significant impact on network cargo
capacity, as ordinarily around 50% of our total
freight is carried in passenger aircraft bellies.
Conversely, demand for air freight services is
strong, not least to ship vital personal protective
equipment (PPE) and medical supplies to
support the global effort to combat the virus.
Indeed, an overarching purpose that has been
driving our team since late January has been
to work with customers and governments to
ship such life-saving supplies to where they are
needed.
Our 20-strong freighter fleet has been flying
around the clock, with additional services
operated where possible, and we have been
operating hundreds of passenger flights as
cargo-only in support of this endeavour. Our
thoughts are with all those affected by the
pandemic. There have been some unavoidable
freighter schedule adjustments due to
government-imposed flight restrictions in some
countries – such as India and Vietnam.
Responsibility to customers
Despite this unprecedented situation, our
first responsibility is to our customers and
we are making every attempt to honour
our commitments in terms of block space
agreements and to support global supply chains
at this critical time by adding capacity where
possible to ensure that vital trade arteries
remain open. This includes operating cargo-only
flights using the belly-holds of passenger aircraft
and chartering additional services through our
wholly owned subsidiary Air Hong Kong, using
aircraft from its fleet for daytime regional flights
after its scheduled overnight courier operations.
Additionally, having obtained the required
regulatory approvals, we are now able to add
additional capacity to the cargo-only passenger
flights by using the seats and overhead bins
in the Economy Class passenger cabin of our
Boeing 777 passenger aircraft. This can add
approximately six to seven tonnes to these
cargo-only passenger services. We operated
the first of these flights on 23 April from Hong
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We were able to operate over 250 pairs of
cargo-only passenger flights in March, and over
500 pairs in April. These included both regional
services and long-haul services, for example to
the Southwest Pacific region where air cargo
capacity is extremely limited, as well as to
Europe and the US.
Higher overheads to support the market
Whilst we have been aggressively pursuing
opportunities to operate certain suspended
passenger services purely for air freight, the
overheads from these typically involve higher
unit costs than regular all-cargo flights. Freight
rates are subject to change in accordance
with market demand as well as directional
imbalances, but by actively exploring
opportunities to increase capacity to meet
customer requirements, we are doing all we
can to support the market.
This has been a challenge, not just in terms
of the differing restrictions at destinations
across the network, but also in terms of having
to operate workarounds whilst many of our
teams are working remotely so as to mitigate
against the risk of infection.
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Kong to Los Angeles, and we hope to have the
permissions to use the other aircraft in our
passenger fleet shortly.

Passenger services
purely for air freight
typically involve
higher unit costs than
regular all-cargo
f lights

”
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Manual loading challenge
Thanks to our teams’ diligence worldwide
there has not been a noticeable delay in
handling times, although solutions such as

using the passenger cabin of aircraft do require
longer timeframes and more manpower
to manually load and secure shipments,
compared to the relative efficiency of the
mechanised loading of prebuilt containers in
the hold.
During this time, safety remains of paramount
importance. All staff and visitors to Cathay
City and the Cathay Pacific Cargo Terminal
are subject to temperature checks, including
those who arrive by vehicle. Hand sanitiser
is readily available at the main entrance and
in public areas, while surfaces in washrooms,
lifts and other high-use areas are cleaned
frequently throughout the day with a bleach
solution. Work from home arrangements are in
place to help protect employees based at our
headquarters, and there are additional cleaning
regimens in place for aircraft and quarantine
processes for our flight crew.
As the economic impact of Covid-19 intensifies,
a recovery timeline in our customer demand
remains difficult to predict. In May and June,
we will be operating a bare skeleton passenger
flight schedule to limit expenditure and
preserve cash for the coming months, but
we will remain flexible and continue to adapt
to deliver the best possible outcomes to our
customers.
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Cargo handling and the coronavirus crisis

Handling and the
coronavirus challenge
Air cargo handlers and their business continuity plans have been pushed
to the limit as they respond to a highly disrupted and volatile airline and
freight market, reports Will Waters
The Covid-19 pandemic has clearly caused massive
disruptions throughout the air freight sector, with
cargo handlers forced to adjust rapidly to often
drastically different operating and commercial
environments, according to the needs of their
customer airlines and the need to manage and
protect their own staff and businesses at the various
airports where they operate.
For example, as a wider business, Swissport’s
exposure to the passenger airline business means
it has been heavily affected by the unprecedented
global market collapse triggered by the coronavirus
pandemic, with the company expecting an 80%
drop in revenue for April and May. Despite “fast
and drastic measures to quickly reduce” its cost
base, including an investment stop and a variety of
measures to reduce its payroll, Swissport said in
early May that it will require additional liquidity this
summer. As of early May, the company had 40,000
employees on furlough or other state-supported
programmes like “short-time work”, while 10,000
employees “had to be made redundant”, leaving
under 15,000 of the company’s previous 64,000 staff
on active duty.
But with businesses and people around the world
relying on air freight more than ever to supply them,
particularly with healthcare products and equipment,
cargo handlers have played a crucial role in keeping
supply chains moving. Nevertheless, like most other
air cargo handlers, Swissport’s air cargo business
has also been severely impacted by the mass cuts
to worldwide belly cargo capacity since late March,
which had contributed around half of its cargo
traffic. As of early May, the all-cargo operators were
the only airlines whose businesses remained at full
strength, as full freighter operators increased their
levels of activity to make up for some of the lost belly
freight capacity.
Swissport’s VP for global cargo operations, Hendrik
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Leyssens, says the effects have varied by country
and airport, including some airports that are more
focused on full freighter airlines benefiting from
the reduction in passenger flight capacity. But at
the majority of airports where most of the cargo
traffic moves on passenger aircraft, there has been
“a substantial impact, and we see significant volume
reductions as well”. Although February was only
mildly impacted, in March and April, Swissport and its
cargo handling operations – like other handlers – saw
a much bigger impact.
Business continuity plans
Leyssens says Swissport already had “very strong
business continuity plans” thanks to “a global
framework put in place quite a few years ago”,
including station-level, local plans. These “address
operationally how to deal with a situation in which we
have higher staff absenteeism; but it also describes
clearly what we do in these times to protect our own
staff, which is among the most important things,
and also what we do from the moment where these
volumes kick off again”.
Historically, these times of crisis for the air cargo
sector usually only last a relatively short time and
are usually followed by a surge in demand. Although
it’s unclear currently whether the current crisis will
follow this pattern, Leyssens says it is important for
handling agents to make sure they are prepared for
volumes to recover.
Compensation mechanisms
With no particular global mechanism to compensate
cargo handlers for the kinds of volume losses and
volatility they have been experiencing, remaining
very close to customers at a local level – as well as at
regional and global levels – is particularly important,
Leyssens notes. “That’s where we stand to see the
best cooperation in these kinds of moments, to
ensure that our customers and ourselves are able to
get through this kind of situation.”
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”
What we do in
these times to
protect our own
staff is among the
most important
things

”

HENDRIK LEYSSENS

Swissport is also among the cargo handlers
to introduce a surcharge in certain markets
in April, payable by freight forwarders or
their customers, to help “maintain the supply
chain”. Having “lost almost all passenger
flights and their cargo capacities”, Swissport
said handlers “can no longer rely on stable
and recurrent flight schedules on the basis
of which we plan capacities” – instead facing
“primarily irregular peaks” that had led to “a
dramatically worse cost structure”, requiring
it to pass on some of these additional costs to
its customers.
The gradual increase in ‘passenger freighter’
operations in April and May has returned
some of the lost passenger belly capacity, at
least on certain lanes, but also brought its
own handling challenges – including large
volumes of smaller shipments, in some cases
carried on modified aircraft passenger decks.
And although airlines have announced plans
to resume some of their lost passenger
aircraft services from this summer, the
market remains highly disrupted, volatile and
uncertain.
Congestion challenges
One striking feature of the air freight and
handling environment in recent weeks has
been the huge demand for PPE – face masks
and other protective and medical equipment –
which has been driving high levels of air freight
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demand from China to many major markets
and contributing to congestion at some
Chinese and European airports, exacerbated by
limited capacity and strict new Chinese export
controls.
Congestion for several weeks at key export
cargo airports in China such as Shanghai
Pudong Airport worsened in the days leading
up to China’s early May holiday period, with
some congestion also reported at Guangzhou,
Zhengzhou, Shenzhen and Xiamen airports.
And the high levels of import demand has also
led to congestion at certain import gateways,
with some highlighting Europe’s largest
cargo airport Frankfurt as facing particular
challenges at certain times in the second half
of April, although cargo handlers at other
European airports have also experienced
challenges.

Air freight handler FCS Frankfurt Cargo
Services underlined that due to the
coronavirus pandemic, hundreds of tonnes of
urgently needed medical supplies were being
handled at Frankfurt Airport every week,
resulting in particularly high import volumes –
with about double the normal level of parcels,
which required lots of manpower resources.
As well as requiring strong cooperation among
all of the parties involved, it said FCS had taken
measures to accelerate the processes for
waiting drivers during peak times, including
implemented a new queueing system including
a pre-registration process. FCS supervisors
and security personnel had also been assigned
to assist in front of the office. In addition,
an SMS-based notification tool had been
commissioned, with the aim of further
minimising waiting times, with its introduction
planned in early June.

As well as asking import representatives to pick
up their shipments on a continuous basis, even
over holidays and weekends, FCS said it had
also taken measures with personnel service
providers to support its permanent staff. FCS
has also been recommending the delivery of
pre-assembled units for export, or palletised
shipments, with forwarding agents also “asked
to discuss similar options at departure stations
and, if possible, minimise the loading of loose
freight”.
FCS said it had remained in close contact with
Fraport, the Air Cargo Community Frankfurt,
and its own partners to maintain the flow of
cargo at Cargo City South, noting that even
though things have been challenging at certain
times, “Frankfurt is able to handle the freight
volume – thanks to established processes and
close communication between the partners”.

Among the challenges facing Frankfurt airport
has been high numbers of charter flights
landing at the airport, mostly from China,
including several cases where the charter
airlines did not even know which local handling
agent would receive their freight upon arrival.
The handling challenges at certain European
airports are not just due to higher than
expected import volumes but also higher
piece counts, longer storage times, and poorly
packaged shipments, with handlers bringing
staff back from furlough and re-opening or
adding handling and storage capacity to help
deal with the challenges.
Inexperienced importers
Another challenge has been that some
companies and individuals collecting import
shipments of PPE are said to have little or no
experience in logistics and air freight and are
unfamiliar with customs issues, documentation
and proceedings common at airports.

Digitalisation initiatives
Alongside the massive disruption of the last
few months, Swissport has been continuing
with various key initiatives that promise to
deliver significant changes and improvements
– for the company and its customers, but
also that are important for the wider cargo
handling market.
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Leyssens: Importance of business continuity and
recovery plans for cargo handlers

Swissport revealed in February that it has
begun working with Unilode and Descartes
to help track and monitor unit load devices
(ULDs) throughout the air logistics chain. Using
Bluetooth technology, it is aiming to equip its
115 cargo warehouses with tracking sensors
during 2020. That is expected to create added
value for customers and help drive the digital

transformation of the air cargo supply chain.
Another key digitalisation project is the
introduction of newly developed self-service
kiosks at all of Swissport’s core cargo stations
within the next 24 months, in a bid to reduce
waiting times and increase the quality of air
freight documentation.
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Roller-coaster ride
Every day brings a different scenario, says Wilson Kwong, chief executive of Hong Kong handler Hactl,
which expects much of this year to continue in this unpredictable fashion

So, when Chinese manufacturing began to
open up, there was a critical shortage of air
freight capacity, and svhips were in the wrong
places. This stimulated a significant increase
in freighter operations, and we started to
see signs of modal shift and cargo from the
mainland using Hong Kong as its exit route.
Then, just as this was becoming the new
normal, the USA, Europe and other regions
began their own lockdowns, which has
flattened demand for many non-essentials.
At the same time, shipments of medical
supplies (PPE etc) have grown dramatically
both into and out of China – and this has
prompted some passenger carriers to return
to the market, but using their aircraft as ‘mini
freighters’ – sometimes just with the cargo
holds in use, but also with ‘loose’ cargo on and
under seats.

”
This year has been
a roller-coaster
ride where there
has been little
predictability

”

W I L S O N KWO N G

Every day brings a different scenario, and we
expect much of this year to behave in this
unpredictable fashion.
What have been the biggest challenges –
as a business and operationally?
Because Hactl was relatively close to the
epicentre of the first outbreak, we became
quickly aware of the threat, and acted very
quickly to protect our staff. Some of the
measures we have had to introduce have
complicated operations, but nothing has had
a major impact on our ability to function
as normal. This is the dividend of running
a highly automated, and heavily digitised
business.

How have you responded to these
challenges?
Like all large businesses, we maintain highly
detailed contingency plans that are designed
to cope with every conceivable emergency.
Ours has worked very well, but it will still be
refined after this crisis, in the light of what
we have learned. The thing that has caught
everyone by surprise is how contagious
COVID-19 has proven, and how dramatically
every country in the world has therefore been
forced to react.

The major impact has been commercially, and
this year has been a roller-coaster ride where
there has been little predictability. When
lockdowns in certain cities in the mainland
of China were instigated, and New Year
holiday extensions were announced, many
passenger airlines responded with cutbacks to
schedules, and shipping lines blanked sailings.

At the heart of our response has been the
safety of our staff and terminal users. That’s
both because we care about the welfare of
our own people and other terminal users,
and also because we can‘t run our business
if a large proportion of our workforce is
off sick. So we immediately implemented
temperature screening before anyone was
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allowed onto our premises, we issued face
masks and sanitiser to staff, we stopped all
business travel, we started home working for
as many of our office staff as possible, and we
re-rostered warehouse and ramp staff duties
to minimise the number of staff on site at any
one time. More recently, we have installed
thermal cameras throughout the premises
to spot anyone with a high temperature, and
we have reduced the seating in our canteen
facilities to maintain distancing. These
measures seem to have worked; we have not
yet had a single case of confirmed infection –
although we remain on high alert.
The ratio of passenger and cargo flights has
changed significantly, but overall tonnages we
are handling are still below 2019, so we are
coping at present.
Has there been any significant
cooperation between stakeholders?

We are fortunate in that the various
stakeholders in Hong Kong do work closely,
and this cooperation is more important
than ever in the current situation. Our goal
is simple – to ensure that the air cargo
supply chain remains operational; and
this has so far worked well. I thank all the
stakeholders including the Government, the
Airport Authority, the airlines, the airport
cargo community, the freight forwarders
and truckers for collaborating to make this
possible.
What challenges have been presented by
the introduction of cargo-only passenger
aircraft services, and/or increased
numbers of freighter aircraft?
Hactl provides ramp handling only for
freighters. For passenger flights, we receive
and unitise cargo, but it’s loaded by the
airline’s ramp handler. Where cargo is only

”
We are not
masters of our
own destiny; we
must hope for the
best but plan for
the worst

”

W I L S O N KWO N G
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travelling in bellies, there is no change to what
we do. But, if cargo is to be loaded onto and
under seats, we will load it into containers,
but these will be unloaded by the ramp
handler. This has only just started to happen
in Hong Kong, so it’s not fully clear yet how
it is working – it could be a challenge for
tight turnarounds as it’s a slow and manuallyintensive process.
Has the increased number of healthcarerelated shipments, for example testing
kits or personal protective equipment,
presented any particular challenges or
opportunities?
Most of the cargo is effectively normal general
cargo, and does not require special handling.
That said, we can and do expedite unloading
of imports, and they can be channelled
through our fast-track system for earlier
release to customers.

Cargo handling and the coronavirus crisis

Have you had to let go of or furlough
significant numbers of staff? To what
extent have the various national
government support initiatives helped
this situation or reduce this need?
We have not reduced workforce numbers. The
Hong Kong SAR Government understand that
the aviation sector has been hard hit, and I
welcome the government’s latest measures to
safeguard employment in Hong Kong. Human
resources are key for the industry to recover
from the pandemic, and we should preserve
as much skilled labour as possible during this
challenging period.
To what extent has it been possible to
maintain normal levels of service or
handling times in recent weeks?
This has not been a problem at Hactl so far.
We have managed to maintain our usual
handling standards. The only problem in
this area has been some backlogs caused by
cutbacks in airline services. But if the flight is
there, we are ready for it.
Has the changed environment meant you have
had to change your charging structure – for
example via cargo handling surcharges?
We have not made any changes to our
charging structure. While we clearly cannot
maintain current resources if revenues are
seriously reduced, and we are suffering equally
from the pandemic, we are sympathetic to
the plight of many of our customers, so we
have decided not to make any changes to our
charging structure.
What new opportunities have arisen, if
any, amid the undoubted challenges of
the last few weeks?
As mentioned, our freighter handling business
has seen positive demand recently. Our
subsidiary Hacis is experiencing growing
demand for its RFS services to and from China,
supporting Hong Kong’s currently expanded
role as a gateway to the world.
How well do you feel the air cargo
handling sector has responded to the
various challenges?
The logistics sector in general, and air
cargo in particular, have shown innovation,
determination and courage in keeping vital
supply lines open in the face of unimaginable

problems and even dangers. I hope the world
will learn from this crisis, that logistics is a
vital and life-saving industry, and one that is
currently under-valued. I’m proud to be a part
of it.
How do you see the situation evolving
over the coming weeks and months?
Everything will depend on how long we have
lockdowns, where the lockdowns occur, and
how much damage is done to the global
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economy. Recovery will come, but how long
it will take is the big question. We are not
masters of our own destiny; we must hope for
the best but plan for the worst.
What preparations do you have in place
for volumes returning to more normal
levels as restrictions are eased?
We are ready at a moment’s notice to handle
a return to historic tonnages. Nothing would
make us happier!
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Handling extreme volatility
FRA and its handlers have been supported by constructive and flexible cooperation among the airport
community, says Claus Wagner, managing director for FCS Frankfurt Cargo Services

What have been the biggest challenges –
as a business and operationally?
The biggest issue is the volatility associated
within the current circumstances. As a GHA,
we generally work to a schedule that allows
us to plan our work days and weeks. Our
industry usually does not face an environment
of constant change, or to review and develop
processes on the run. It is very interesting to
notice that our team is sufficiently aware and
flexible to react to this situation of crisis and is
managing to handle these unusual conditions.
In these current abnormal times, we need
to handle rules and regulations flexibly and
accordingly. We don’t want to throw out the
rulebook; however, the normal regulations are
based on a business-as-usual situation that
is not given at the moment. Therefore, we
need to respond to the current circumstances
and show that we are able to flexibly handle
working arrangements for both employee and
employer to meet the demands of the business
as they are now.
We implemented health and safety measure
to protect our staff and expect the same from
trucking companies and other partners. Our
priority is to protect our staff. Therefore, we
take official measures such as social distancing
and hygiene regulations extremely seriously.
How have you responded to these
challenges?
Our management and administration
workforce is working in a very flexible way.
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Rapidly we digitalised processes, implemented
working from home offices, and workarounds
were quickly installed where required. To
handle the additional workload, we intensified
the partnership with our suppliers, to have
access to additional staff.
Has there been any significant
cooperation between stakeholders?
Yes, definitely. Being part of both WFS
Worldwide Flight Services with its international
network and Fraport AG, the owner and
operator of Frankfurt Airport, that play an
important role for our industry in this time of
crisis, our stakeholders support our operations
in each of their core competences.
Furthermore, we cooperate very closely with
the Air Cargo Community of Frankfurt Airport.
We are following a common contingency
planning to ensure the continuation of cargo
handling services to the required extent at
FRA, and support to keep FRA running as a
major European cargo hub.
What challenges have been presented by
the introduction of cargo-only passenger
aircraft services, and/or increased
numbers of freighter aircraft?
The ad hoc operations are now playing a
big role in our daily business. We learned
to react quickly and communicate in a very
transparent way with all the parties involved.
We have managed as a team to quickly adapt
processes to new types of aircraft and loading

requirements. Fraport Ground Handling even
provides dedicated equipment for main deck
hand loading.
Has the increased number of healthcarerelated shipments presented any
particular challenges or opportunities?
We at FCS are well equipped for handling
pharma goods in any case, having temperaturecontrolled storage facilities and very welltrained staff that knows how to handle and
monitor these processes. Until now, our
storage capacity is sufficient and contingencies
didn’t have to be activated. However, we are
prepared to react quickly if required.
Have you had to let go of or furlough
significant numbers of staff? Have any
government initiatives helped?
No, as we are still handling relatively high
tonnages, we haven’t reduced staff or needed
to start working short times. On the contrary
– we need more staff than usual, because we
take the infection protection measures very
seriously and still keep a good staffing level to
ensure a smooth flow of cargo.
Governmental actions such as emergency
childcare for employees in the logistics
industry or easing the short-term exchange of
staff between different companies support our
work in these days.
To what extent has it been possible to
maintain normal levels of service or
handling times in recent weeks – for
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example, due to the challenges of
handling cargo-only passenger flights
and/or high levels of staff absences?
We experience a broad mutual understanding
for the unusual circumstances of all parties.
Of course, the situation leads to temporary
peak situations and in some case also slower
handling times, but this is not a persistent
situation.
We are quickly adjusting our manpower
to maintain the agreed service levels. Of
course, the regular KPI-based performance
measurements keep going on, whereby we
put the focus on priority handling for urgently
needed relief goods. Priorities have changed.
Some processes might take a bit longer due to
infection protection. To ensure both keeping
distance regulations and our level of service,
we expanded the delivery and acceptance
offices to provide more space for truck drivers
and for our staff.
What have you done to help protect staff
from exposure to the virus itself?
We follow the governmental regulations,
implementing almost daily updates and new
measures. This includes:
•
•
•
•

•

•

Hand sanitiser throughout the facility
Disinfectant wipes for all fork lifts
Office disinfection cleanings conducted
twice per day
All public reception areas now have
permanent Plexiglas barriers creating
a physical barrier between staff and
customers/truck drivers
Ensure social distancing between staff
members and between staff and truck
drivers
Providing ear thermometers to check the

•

•

temperature if a staff member indicates
feeling unwell
Regular pandemic meetings with the
airport medical staff are conducted to
monitor and revisit any required initiatives
Face masks have been issued as a
precaution

What new opportunities have arisen,
amid the challenges of the last few
weeks?
The current situation helped to push forward
digitalising internal processes and to prove
our ability of working remotely. We built a
strong relationship and cooperation within the
Air Cargo Community by strengthening the
cooperation between the logistic partners at
the airport.
To what extent did your contingency
planning prepare you?
We have contingencies in place for variations
in volume, which include additional warehouse
space, extended capacities, adjustment of
handling processes to get more capacity with
short notice etc. A good communication with
customers is essential; we have established
measurements already before and use the
existing communication channels. We are
receiving positive feedback on this. Of course,
the scenario of losing a large amount of staff
in critical areas of the operation can only be
covered to a certain extent. The scenarios
are planned with contingencies to our best
possible abilities and until today we are
glad that we didn’t have to take most of the
contingencies yet.

in our company in the past years. Lessons
learned now include of course responding to
short-term actions and pandemic planning.
How well do you feel the air cargo
handling sector has responded to the
various challenges?
Overall, we see a positive response of the
community with a lot of mutual understanding
and constructive and flexible cooperation.
Of course, everyone is working right now
according to priorities. A higher share of
digitalised processes would help in the current
environment.
How do you see the situation evolving
over the coming weeks and months?
We are hoping for a quick recovery and
business returning to normal in summer;
however, it is very difficult to plan. We have
high tonnages of relief goods, but on the other
hand production facilities are still closed, with
decreasing demand for import goods and less
output. It all depends on how the overall crisis
develops.
What preparations do you have in place
for volumes returning to more normal
levels?
There is a change in freight structure due to
changed flight plans, but as we are, in total
volumes, almost on a normal level, we are
well prepared with staffing, warehouse space,
equipment etc.

What lessons have been learned for
future contingency planning?
Contingency planning was developed well
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Handling amid
a devastating
impact
Robert Fordree, executive vice
president for cargo at Menzies
Aviation, says it is encouraging how
quickly teams and individuals adapt to
situations and find ways to carry cargo
across the world

The devastating impact of COVID-19 across the
world and in aviation has been well publicised and
documented, as has the uncertainty of future flight
schedules – and when and what a ‘return to normality’
will look like.
Menzies Aviation has responded to this challenge in
line with all companies, including working from home
and the significant increase of words not often used in
our vocabulary such as ‘lockdown’ and ‘furlough’. As of
today, we have a significant proportion of our global
workforce across all business streams operating from
home or simply staying at home. The cargo business
has not been as hard hit as ground handling across the
globe as we have all seen an upturn in the operation
of freighters and the use of passenger aircraft for
both belly-hold and now cabin-loaded cargo. Where
possible, trucking operations are still providing much
needed cargo transport across borders where they can
operate.

quickly teams and individuals adapt to
the situations and find ways to carry
cargo across the world; it seems that
spirit will never die.

With the reduced cargo capacity across the world as a
result of the grounding of so many passenger aircraft,
the global realisation of the importance of air cargo is a
positive, and our expectation is that cargo will become
more of a focus for airlines in the future. There is now
also a far better understanding of how labour intensive
the loading or unloading of cargo from the passenger
cabins can be and how challenging it is to maintain
acceptable and safe social distancing for our teams
during this time. What is always encouraging is how

Heightened communications
We have been maintaining
communications more than ever with
our global cargo customers, sharing the
status of our operations across the world
and advising any change in operating
hours that may have been necessary
as a result of a downturn in cargo
volumes, or the necessity to furlough
employees to protect the long-term
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interests of our business, as well as our
customers and airports. We have also
significantly increased communications
to all our employees, particularly from
our leadership team and with the
implementation of a new employee
intranet site.
Our immediate focus is always to
provide safe and secure operations for
our people and customers; we are then
seeking every opportunity to keep all
of our stations operating as normally
as possible so that we play our part in
maintaining global supply chains.
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A swift and pragmatic
response
Although the air cargo sector has responded quickly and well to the various challenges, Patrik
Tschirch, CEO of LUG aircargo handling, fears there may be recurring lockdowns and other businessinhibiting regulations for the next 12-18 months and a recession that will impact volumes
companies that have run into problems. And
we expect the same from the other companies.
What challenges have been presented by
the introduction of cargo-only passenger
aircraft services, and/or increased
numbers of freighter aircraft?
We have always had clients with belly cargo
and full freighters. However, we were quick
to adapt to handling charter carriers at our
usually quality levels.

What have been the biggest challenges
– as a business and operationally? How
have you responded?
Cov-19 has certainly challenged us but we have
reacted swiftly, pragmatically, and efficiently.
We stopped employment of agency workers
and asked our office staff to work from
home even before the German government
announced the first restrictive measures. We
set up a crisis team that meets once a week
(by video conference) to discuss all urgent
safety and security issues. In cooperation
with all staff, we developed a pandemic plan
that includes distance and hygiene rules for
everyone. We created teams that were able to
work separately and with as little encounter
between employees as possible. We decoupled
work shifts and created work places with
sufficient distance between them. Where this
is not possible, staff wear masks. Truckers may

only enter the building one by one.
We also make sure that we have enough
personal protective equipment and
disinfectant on hand at all times, even though
procurement is a major challenge. I must say,
in general, we were well prepared for the
lockdown and had organised sufficient laptops
and other supplies before there was a run on
them.
Has there been any significant
cooperation between stakeholders?
All members of the Frankfurt airport cargo
community work closely together to keep the
airport running, uphold services, and safeguard
operations in the long-term. We help each
other when and wherever necessary. We
are still competitors, but we co-operate for
the common good. LUG has had no instance
of Cov-19 infection. But we lend staff to
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Has the increased number of healthcarerelated shipments presented any
particular challenges or opportunities?
Over the past few years we have continuously
expanded our handling of health care and
other temperature- and time-sensitive
products. We were thus well able to handle
double the quantities of pharmaceuticals in
February and March. We have all the necessary
procedures in place which are easily scalable.
We are ISO 9001:2015, TAPA B, and CEIV
Pharma certified.
Have you had to let go of or furlough
significant numbers of staff?
We have not let any permanently employed
staff go, so far. We have registered for shorttime work in Munich and Hamburg as the
cargo business at these airports has collapsed.
We have also been able to place some staff in
Munich with a warehouse operator that was
looking for additional temporary help.
However, at Frankfurt airport we remain pretty
busy. Before Easter, cargo volumes were,
in fact, up on last year. However, since then
they are shrinking. In the week after Easter,
Frankfurt airport recorded a decline in freight
of almost 30% compared to the previous year.
I have no idea what the future will bring.
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sector has responded to the various
challenges?
I think the air cargo sector has responded very
quickly and well to the various challenges.
How do you see the situation evolving over
the coming weeks and months?
The shift in product mix will continue – more
pharmaceuticals, less car and machinery parts,
more imports, less exports.
In the past two years, many airlines had reduced
their freighter fleets. We see a revival of the
freighter business now.

Can your operations and businesses be
sustained in the current environment?
LUG is part of the family owned Dettmer Group
that has always upheld a conservative business
model. In good times we accumulated reserves
for bad times. That helps us now. We have
therefore not had to ask for any government
help, so far.
In addition, the loans that are currently being
offered by the German government are shortterm and have to be paid back. This could prove
difficult for some companies in the low-margin
cargo handling sector.
However, it would be useful if the German
government would relax some of the
requirements in our labour laws for the
duration of the crisis. For example, those
relating to daily/weekly working hours, social
rooms, etc.
Have you been able to maintain service
levels?
We have responded in an agile way to the
quickly changing volumes, product and aircraft
mix. Of course, we try to maintain our usual,
high quality service in these challenging times.
It helps, that we have been at the forefront of
digitalisation for many years.
We have always prided ourselves of good labour
relations. In fact, we do not suffer from staff
absenteeism. In these times of uncertainty, I am
very proud of our team, and would like to use
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this opportunity to thank them for their effort
and dedication.
Has the changed environment meant
you have had to change your charging
structure – for example via cargo handling
surcharges?
This is an industry with very low margins
and low wages. If we want to survive (as an
industry), this should change. But this has been
my mantra for many years. As example, some
handling agents across Europe have adopted
the principle of surcharges, which carriers have
used for many years already. Whether this is
the way to pursue is every single company’s
decision; we will not charge a surcharge for
now.
What new opportunities have arisen, if
any, amid the challenges of the last few
weeks?
We have been able to demonstrate very
effectively to shippers and airlines alike our
capabilities in handling temperature- and
time-sensitive products as well as hazmat and
valuables. And we opened ourselves to charter
operators.
What lessons have been learned for future
contingency planning?
We have amended the LUG contingency plan
already. We are going to increase stock levels of
protective equipment and masks, for example.
How well do you feel the air cargo handling

Freight is also getting more attention from airline
management these days. Hopefully this will drive
forward digitisation and process optimisation
in our industry. Many airlines still work with
outdated legacy systems. On the other hand, the
collapse of the passenger business will mean that
many necessary investments will be shelved.
I fear we might be faced with recurring
lockdowns and other business inhibiting
regulations for the next 12-18 months – until a
preventive Cov-19 vaccine becomes available.
In addition, the worldwide recession will impact
volumes.
What preparations do you have in place for
volumes returning to more normal levels as
restrictions are eased?
As we have not shed any staff so far, we would
be able to return to normal operations very
quickly. In fact, I am confident that all our staff
would be very happy if volumes would pick up at
all stations rapidly.
Do you have any other comments or
observations about the current challenging
environment?
I am afraid there will be a price war soon as
airlines, handlers, forwarders, and truckers
struggle for survival. The transport industry is
bleeding. There will be bankruptcies and mergers
in all sectors. In addition, payment terms will
deteriorate. Companies will ask for commercial
relief from service providers and so on.
I am not an economist. I don’t know whether
to expect a deflation or a hyperinflation. There
will be a recession and volumes will be down on
many routes for quite some time. As CEO, I have
to prepare for such scenarios.
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Dynamism in disruption
A thorough business continuity plan has helped Siginon Aviation continue to meet its various SLAs,
despite the challenges currently facing Kenya’s cargo handling sector, says acting general manager
Jared Oswago. But it can’t bring back lost import and export volumes

What have been the biggest challenges –
as a business and operationally?
Due to the COVID-19, players in the cargo
handling sector are currently facing challenges
such as: a drastic drop in imports and exports
volumes in belly load capacity from cancellation
of passenger flights; higher freight rates for
the few freighters still operating and exporters
and importers are not able to afford these;
government interventions such as curfews and
lock downs have made it difficult to access
consignment destinations and sources for areas
out of Nairobi due to lock down; disruptions
in the macro environment now demand for a
dynamism in work schedules due to current
restrictions.
How have you responded to these
challenges?
We have converted some of the belly load cargo
to freighters for some airlines and provided
financial relief to some of our customers,
allowing lower handling rates and longer free
storage periods. We have also continued to
thrive through automation of our processes,

holding virtual meetings with our stakeholders
as well as including staff working from home.
Has there been any significant cooperation
between stakeholders?
Yes, we have experienced tremendous
cooperation amongst the stakeholders at the
JKIA (NBO) and Eldoret Airports where our
operations are based. The stakeholders have
engaged various government agencies including
the Kenya Airports Authority (KAA) and Kenya
Revenue Authority (KRA) to provide appropriate
reliefs to businesses that have been impacted by
the pandemic. KAA has also facilitated various
forums to create awareness on COVID-19
prevention and provided facilities for personal
hygiene and sanitation.
Has the increased number of healthcarerelated shipments presented any
particular challenges or opportunities?
There are certain challenges especially due to
special handling requirements and urgency
involved but we have managed to play our part
well.
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Have you had to let go of or furlough
significant numbers of staff?
Fortunately, Siginon Aviation has not laid off any
staff. However, due to reduced workload, we
have sent a few staff members on paid leave.
Have you benefited from any government
assistance provided to air cargo handling
companies?
Aviation support service providers have been
exempted from the daily dusk to dawn curfew
in Kenya, hence our staff can move around in
the course of business. Aviation companies will
also benefit from the reduced corporate tax
measures announced by the Kenya government
recently. This also applies other finance relief
measures announced by the government to
protect businesses in the country.
To what extent has it been possible to
maintain normal levels of service in recent
weeks?
As Siginon Aviation, we have a business
continuity plan (BCP) in place to guide us
through the covid-19 crisis. We have further
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most of our processes to cut on costs and
improve on efficiencies. We are also exploring
different models of service delivery and new
products and services.

Oswago: The business
continuity plan is a necessary
part of everyday business life

To what extent did your contingency
planning prepare you for the various
scenarios that it has thrown up?
The BCP has been a huge part of our
business. The business has made significant
investments in ensuring all our processes and
systems support business continuity, giving
our customers the confidence that they will
continue to enjoy Siginon Aviation services
even during a crisis.
What lessons have been learned for
future contingency planning?
That BCP is not an option but a necessary part
of everyday business life.
How well do you feel the air cargo
handling sector has responded to the
various challenges?
The air cargo sector’s response has been
proactive and effective to the covid-19 crisis.
As such, I am certain that recovery will not take
too long once the situation stabilizes.

done a number of simulations around the
crisis and this has been implemented in live
situations with very good outcomes. Currently,
we continue to meet and exceed the targets
set in our various SLAs.
Has the changed environment meant
you have had to change your charging
structure – for example via cargo handling
surcharges?
We have had to give a lot of concessions due
to the negative impact the pandemic has had
on the business environment. As such, now is
not the time to have surcharges but to provide
financial relief. This has really been appreciated
by our clients.
What have you done to help protect staff
from exposure to the virus itself?
Siginon Aviation is conducting various
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awareness campaigns on what needs to be
done at a personal and collective levels to stop
the spread of the pandemic. We are constantly
communicating to our staff, customers, and
other stakeholders on the evolving nature of
the pandemic and how each of us must play
a role to stop it. We have further provided
sanitation facilities such as sanitizers as well as
appropriate PPEs for all our staff.
We have further adjusted our work mode to
now having several staff working from home to
help stop the spread.
What new opportunities have arisen,
amid the challenges of the last few
weeks?
We are looking at innovation, working in a
more cost-effective way including automating

How do you see the situation evolving
over the coming weeks and months?
We see recovery commencing from May,
mainly for the freighters. Passenger flights will
take slightly longer to restart, probably around
July or later. Air freight recovery will not take
long and rates will go down eventually.
What preparations do you have in place
for volumes returning to more normal
levels as restrictions are eased?
We are working with our various airline clients
to work around their handling requirements
and creasing our resource allocation as the
need increases.
Do you have any other comments
or observations about the current
challenging environment?
The global covid-19 pandemic is an eye opener
and has provided a learning experience.
There are hidden opportunities even in the
most difficult moment and this is what every
business should prepare for.
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A technological
perspective
Moving its infrastructure and many customers to the cloud before the crisis happened
has proven to be the right setup when access is needed across multiple locations and has
simplified the move to home-working, says Yuval Baruch, CEO at cargo handling technology
specialist Hermes Logistics Technologies

What have been the biggest challenges
to cargo handling companies?
The biggest challenge for our customers,
cargo handlers, appears to have been the
rapid reduction in flights. As the pandemic
started, we were able to move very quickly
from office-based working to all our staff
working from home in order to do our part in
reducing any possibility of transmission whilst
continuing to assist our customers.
How have you responded to these
challenges?
We have seen an increased level of
communication around the industry.
Internally, we hold frequent virtual company
meetings increased update emails, multiple
daily calls across our offices. Zoom has been
our chosen video option and has proved a
boon in this lockdown.
Has there been any significant
cooperation between stakeholders?
We are supporting customers by progressing
with initiatives already in the pipeline in order
to be prepared for when we get back to
business-as-usual and continue developing
our NG Suite of Apps., as demand and
adoption look to be strong – Coronavirus or
not.
Have you had to let go of or furlough
significant numbers of staff?
Yes, we did furlough: specifically, sales,
project oriented, and junior staff as the
pandemic has evolved. We have offices in
various international locations each providing
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support for businesses and employees
through furlough schemes. We feel that
the UK scheme has so far been the best in
supporting us as a business.
To what extent has it been possible to
maintain normal levels of service or
handling times in recent weeks?
We ensured that our support teams and all
support resources were available with no
impact. We also communicated to customers
that we are on a higher alert as they might
need more support in the current climate.
Has the changed environment meant
you have had to change your charging
structure?
Yes, we offered customer different payment
terms and have also relaxed our usage
enforcement. Furthermore, we launched

some product prototyping to assist
customers to be ready with newer products
as they begin to return to normal business.
What new opportunities have arisen,
amid the challenges of the last few
weeks?
All RFPs have been put on hold; however, this
was an opportunity to show customers we
are open and available to them in difficult
times.
To what extent did your contingency
planning prepare you?
We completed a planned move of our
infrastructure and many customers to the
cloud before the crisis happened. This has
since been proven to be the right setup when
access is needed across multiple locations
and has simplified the move to home-working.

How well do you feel the air cargo
handling sector has responded?
The proactive move to cargo-only flights was
a good response.
How do you see the situation evolving
over the coming weeks and months?
Despite a relatively quick return on
the demand side, there will be tougher
competition in air cargo ground handling
as overall cargo will be limited. Now that
passenger flights have drastically declined and
will not return to previous volumes anytime
soon, the lower belly cargo capacity will lead
to an overall decline in air cargo volumes –
hence tougher competition on the handling of
each air cargo tonne.
Elsewhere, operations based on freighter
business should do well.
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Moscow Cargo:
Cargo must go
Adapting to unpredictable flight schedules, lower belly cargo throughput, and handling
an increasing number of ‘cargo-only’ flights with time-consuming passenger-deck loading
and unloading operations has been a challenge – but one that Sheremetyevo International
Airport’s Moscow Cargo has accepted and risen to, explains Mikhail Chuvilkin, first deputy
general director and chief operations officer
What have been the biggest challenges
– as a business and operationally?
How have you responded to these
challenges?

On the one hand, we are faced with a
significant reduction in the number of
passenger flights – associated both with
restrictions and bans on international
and domestic flights introduced
worldwide, and with a general drop in
demand for passenger transportation.
On the other hand, we are witnessing
a significant increase in the demand
for air cargo, partly due to the growing
need for prompt deliveries of medical
supplies to the regions affected by the
coronavirus.
The cancellation of regular passenger
flights and a sharp increase in the
demand for medical goods led to a
shortage of delivery capacities. At
Sheremetyevo International Airport in
2019, only about 30% of the airport’s
freight turnover was transported in
freighters, and
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70% in passenger aircrafts – for cargo
handled by the air freight terminal.
As a result, now, in addition to the
growth in volume on cargo airline flights,
such as our long-term strategic partner,
AirBridgeCargo, we see an increasing
number of ‘cargo-only’ flights – cargo
charter flights operated on passenger
aircraft. Today, the Moscow Cargo
terminal regularly handles cargo-only
flights of Aeroflot, Rossiya, iFly, Royal
Flight, Air Astana, China Eastern,
Nordwind Airlines, Pegasus Fly, Mahan
Air, Uzbekistan Airways, Air Algerie, etc.
It should be noted that the increase in
the number of charter flights for us,
as a handling agent, means, in fact, a
transition to management based on
an operational rather than a seasonal
schedule. It is by no means a difficult
task for a terminal with a staffing of
several thousand people – whose
personnel handled over 75% of the total
cargo and mail traffic at Sheremetyevo
Airport, Russia’s largest by cargo
volume,
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during the first quarter of 2020. However,
we understand that in this time of crisis,
when we are talking about the struggle
to save our business, it is extremely
important for the company to promptly
respond to industry needs and effectively
adapt to the rapidly changing market
conditions.
Handling challenges of ‘cargo-only’
flights

The ramp staff of the Moscow Cargo
terminal, servicing cargo-only flights,
faces and deals with a number of
challenges. Servicing these flights means
performing a number of additional
operations. First of all, we are talking
about preparing the cabin: all surfaces of
the cabin must be carefully covered with
a protective film, and the cargo carried in
the aircraft cabin must be securely fixed.
Secondly, loading or unloading the
main deck of passenger aircraft is
an extremely time-consuming and
resource-intensive work, mainly due to
the lack of the ability to at least partially
automate the process. In fact, it is 100%
manual labour. Moreover, each cargo-

only flight is serviced according to an
individual algorithm, which depends on
the nature of the cargo – its quantity
and dimensions, the approach to its
placement in the cabin, as well as on
the type of aircraft and the loading or
unloading plan of the cabin agreed with
the carrier. The experience of Moscow
Cargo shows that maintaining handling
times for cargo-only flight similar to the
ones applicable to a regular passenger
flight requires an average of 2.5 times
more personnel.
Obviously, in such conditions it is
necessary to carefully plan the number
of personnel involved in the work, which
is complicated by both individual service
requirements and the difficultly to predict
flight schedules. Coordination of most
charters takes place as soon as possible.
As a result, the planning and work shift
scheduling of the Moscow Cargo ramp
staff are now based on daily lag. It was
impossible to imagine this a month ago.
Nevertheless, we are working hard to
maintain a high-level customer and airline
service. In our work, we are still guided
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by either SLA standards of partner
airlines, or by Moscow Cargo internal KPIs
adopted before the pandemic.
Have you had to let go of or furlough
significant numbers of staff? To what
extent have the various national
government support initiatives helped
this situation or reduce this need?

The aviation business is one of the
industries most affected by the spread
of the coronavirus infection. Given the
global scale and the enormous losses of
global civil aviation, it is difficult to find an
industry enterprise that would not face
the negative consequences of the crisis in
the area of air transportation.
During April 2020, compared to
December 2019, the number of
international destinations served by
Sheremetyevo Airport decreased by
52.4%, and domestic by 16.7%. At the
same time, the number of international
flights (arrival + departure) dropped by
96.6%, and domestic by 74.2%. Obviously,
even the maximum use of freighter
capacity and the launch of cargo-only
flights are do not allow us to offset
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the shortage of carrying capacity
that arose as a result of the almost
complete cancellation of international
and domestic passenger air traffic,
nor prevent a significant reduction in
cargo traffic.
To our credit, we can say that as of
today, not a single employee has been
laid off or furloughed at Moscow
Cargo LLC. The company management
decided to do everything possible to
save jobs and provide financial support
to employees, albeit not in full.
Further steps will depend solely on the
actual performance of the company.
However, no matter how the situation
develops, the decision to reduce staff
will be considered as the very least
resort and only after all other options
have been exhausted.
What have you done to help protect
staff?

Dispensers for hand disinfection are
installed in the terminal. Every two
hours, the terminal is disinfected,
including the areas of acceptance
and release of cargo as well as areas
for building up and breaking down
operations. In order to disinfect
contact items, the cleaning frequency
of the client lounges, offices, eating
areas, checkpoints and other areas
of the terminal using disinfectants is
increased. Vehicles and ground-support
equipment used by the company are
also regularly disinfected.
All personnel are provided with
personal protective equipment and
antiseptics. ‘First line’ employees

who directly interact with customers
or are involved in ramp and cargo
handling undergo a mandatory
medical examination with temperature
measurement before starting their
shifts and upon completion of work.
Has the changed environment meant
you have had to change your charging
structure – for example via cargo
handling surcharges?

In our opinion, raising tariffs for
services in the situation when almost
all market participants are fighting for
survival is unethical and short-sighted.
Moreover, we handle charter flights
with medical devices necessary for the
fight against coronavirus at a special
tariff.
The only surcharge on the Moscow
Cargo price list in recent months is
the introduction of new tariffs for
services that have not been charged
before, such as for preparing the main
deck of passenger aircraft for loading,
or arranging ULD delivery from other
Moscow airports to SVO.
Has there been any significant

”

Moscow Cargo implements a number
of anti-epidemic measures and sanitary
measures to ensure the safety of
customers and employees and to
prevent the spread of coronavirus
infection. At the checkpoints of the
cargo terminal, remote thermometry
of all visitors and employees of the
enterprise is carried out. Persons with
elevated body temperature are not
allowed in any area of Moscow Cargo
LLC.

The only surcharge is
for services that have
not been charged before,
such as for preparing the
main deck of passenger
aircraft for loading

”

MIKHAIL CHUVILKIN
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cooperation between stakeholders?

During the pandemic, air travel plays
an invaluable role in delivering medical
supplies. Without an effective and
streamlined process of interaction
between all participants in the supply
chain – the sender, the carrier, the airport,
the cargo operator, customs and the
recipient – the prompt delivery, including
humanitarian aid cargo, to the regions
affected by the coronavirus would simply
be impossible.
What lessons have been learned for
future contingency planning?

Worldwide civil aviation in the era of
globalisation is a very complex, perfectly
planned and well-functioning mechanism.
And the introduction of even of changes
that seem minor at first glance requires,
as a rule, lengthy preparation and a
large number of approvals among all the
components of this complex mechanism.
Now we are observing and participating
in a kind of unique event, when dramatic
and rapid changes in the world lead the
industry, which is accustomed to strict
medium- and long-term planning, to move
almost to a manual-operational control
mode. The decision-making speed at
the level of service companies, airports,
airlines and, as a result, the industry as a
whole has increased many times over. And
despite all the tragedy of the situation,
this is certainly an invaluable experience
in crisis management and a new level of
interaction between market participants.
How do you see the situation evolving
over the coming weeks and months?

We closely monitor the development of
the situation in Russia and the world and
study the forecasts of leading industry
analysts – who, unfortunately, increasingly
agree that the recovery process will not
be simple or fast. Obviously, the pace and
timing of recovery will depend, first of
all, on the restoration of international air
traffic. It’s too early to give any estimates
now.

What preparations do you have in place

for volumes returning to more normal
levels as restrictions are eased?

One of the distinguishing features of
the handling operator’s activity is the
high qualification requirements for all
operation personnel, those involved in
ramp and cargo handling and engaged in
documenting cargo transportation. On
average, it takes about 2.5 months to train
an ordinary employee of Moscow Cargo
before the employee is allowed to work
independently. Accordingly, our main task
in times of crisis is to retain personnel as a
necessary asset to return to the pre-crisis
cargo volume.
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“The pace and timing of recovery
will depend, first of all, on the
restoration of international air
traffic”

Mikhail Chuvilkin
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Flexible working
Cooperation between stakeholders, including national authorities as well as airport cargo businesses,
has enabled Belgium’s Liege Airport to handle 20% more widebody freighters with 20% fewer staff,
says VP commercial Steven Verhasselt
Cargo traffic patterns
Compared to 2019, we are at
about the same level for cargo
throughput. In the first quarter
of 2020, 230,000 tonnes of cargo
passed through LGG, 3% growth
compared to 2019. All the cargo
in LGG flies on freighters. The
standstill of the belly cargo does
not have any negative impact on
Liege Airport.
It is clear that we noticed a strong
growth on the eastbound routes
to China in February, as a lot of
charters with medical supplies
were operated. In March and April,
the situation shifted, with charters
still going but now westbound.
Africa remained stable, and is still
doing so. The transatlantic routes
are suffering for the moment.
The shift in the nature of cargo is
clear from the statistics as well.
The average weight of cargo on
widebody freighters has come
down, as the PPE materials don’t
have the same density as your
average air cargo. Masks and other
supplies take a lot of volume, but
are very light.
What have been the
biggest challenges – mainly
operationally, but also as a
business?
From the very start of the
Corona crisis, Liege Airport has
been called upon to be part of
the logistics solution. When
only China and Hong Kong
were affected, shutting down
passenger routes was used to
stop the spread. As a freighter
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hub, and well experienced with
ad hoc relief flights, we drew on
our playbook that was well tested
during the Ebola crisis. The need
for freighters to bring in basic
supplies is well documented.
The procedures to be put in
place for the operations and
the crew on board are available
and ready. Honestly, we thought
ourselves to be well prepared.
Operations went up as expected,
charters were called in and
operated eastbound flights.

The global spreading of the
virus, the fact that Belgium as a
country and Liege Airport as a
working environment got hit as
well, was new to us. Meanwhile,
global passenger operations
have come to a near shutdown.
Freighter operators looked to
their preferred freighter hubs
first, as everything is in place
there to handle the full scheduled
freighters and the charter
demands.

How have you responded to
these challenges?
Capacity only runs so far, and our
staff got hit as well. The number
of absentees climbed over 20%.
This has been covered with
people working harder than ever,
and temporary labour brought
in. Today, we turn around 120%
of the normal (level) in widebody
freighter operations, with less
than 80% of the staff.
The demands for more charters
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accommodate the requirements from its
operators.
What other challenges have emerged?
Due to the passenger operations standstill,
slots are plentily available at passengercentred airports and they have thrown their
doors wide open for freighter operations.
We see the same response from airlines.
Passenger aircraft are now mini-freighters.
We salute those efforts, as the need for
capacity is there. The faster all the necessary
medical supplies reach their final destination,
the faster things can go back to normal. It is
not a lasting solution, but it helps for now to
supply additional capacity that is being looked
for so eagerly.

and more capacity was still here, and we had a
brand new facility standing idle. From 11 April,
thanks to the support of WFS, AirBridgeCargo,
Aeroservices and many others, we managed to
put up a temporary ‘pop-up handling facility’
that can serve additional charter requests and
add to the critical handling capacity.
Has there been any significant
cooperation between stakeholders?
I am extremely proud of every member of the
Liege Airport Cargo Community and every
member of the global cargo community who
is still coming to work every day. I fully support
the applause and admiration for the first line
staff in hospitals and medical care. But without
the efforts of everyone in our business, they
would need to fight this war against COVID-19
without the necessary supplies. My respect

goes to all those essential workers still
coming to the airport to do their job, as well
as to all the truck drivers and warehouse staff
helping to get it all to the places where it is
needed most.
On a regulatory level, the difference
between freighter operations and passenger
operations has been recognised. While
passenger operations have been restricted,
restrictions for freighter operations have
been lifted. The temporary measures
include 5th and 7th freedom rights for cargo
operations, the rules for slot allocations
have been lifted. Crews have been exempted
from the quarantine rules. Last, but not least,
customs procedures for medical supplies
have been simplified and sped up. This has
definitely helped Liege Airport, as well as
other Belgian and European airports, to
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In LGG, we have focused mostly on existing
customers’ requirements in the first place.
As our handlers are freighter experts, we
managed mostly additional freighter charters.
But we have received pax-to-cargo charters
and will continue to do so. As long as the
operators reach an agreement with one of
the handlers, we will have them in LGG. As we
just opened additional aircraft parking space,
we manage to handle the additional ground
time these flights require. The biggest issue
for these flights is the increased manpower
needed, and the increased ground time. As
most of them are one-way charters, full in
but not at all full out, our handlers are able to
manage it all.
To what extent has it been possible to
maintain normal levels of service?
We salute all members of the Liege Airport
community for keeping up the capacity levels
at all stages. This includes the LGG airport
staff, the handlers, but also customs for
example, who had to be very flexible as well.
We have started a campaign for supporting
people coming to work, a ‘Proud to work
at Liege Airport’ campaign, throughout the
cargo community.
From the start, and with the support
of our own expert Dr Burette, we have
briefed the HR departments of on-airport
companies about the regulations, and the
implementation at the airport. We are very
well aware that, due to the nature of the
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work, social distancing is not always possible,
but efforts have been made and encouraged.
Finally, we also distributed some materials,
like masks, which we received as donations or
sourced ourselves.
What new opportunities have arisen?
I do believe that the importance of freighters,
and freighters hubs, has been emphasised.
I do hope the differentiating in operational
restrictions, especially for traffic rights, is here
to stay. But I also believe, in the long run, that
the call to review the supply chain, and the call
to keep production of essential goods closer
to home, will be answered. This will have an
impact on our industry.

What preparations do you have in place
for volumes returning to more normal
levels?
It is hard to predict what comes next. All the
budgets, predictions and expectations have
been adapted, changed, remodified, and now
put away for later. Apart from #freightersfirst,
Liege Airport has branded itself as ‘the
Flexport’, the flexible cargo airport, since

many years. We believe flexibility will remain
key.
Do you have any other comments
or observations about the current
challenging environment?
Keep up the great work, and please stay safe
and healthy, to all workers and their families
in the industry.

The development of the Global Logistics
Cluster, a network set up by the World Food
Programme, has also come into operation as a
response to the Covid-19 crisis. Liege Airport,
and the LGG Cargo Community, were selected
as the European hub for this programme,
based on existing freighter connectivity, on
airport cargo capacity and knowhow and
experience with relief charter programs. LGG
is proud that the platform can assist when
needed most when called upon by WFP, WHO
and any other aid organisation.
Have most or all strategic initiatives had
to go on hold?
No, the initiatives continue and, where
possible, the works have continued as well.
Over the last weeks, one new handling building,
the AirBridgeCargo hub, has been completed
and a second one is being completed as we
speak. Moreover, the works have continued
to prepare the Cainiao site, which received
approval for a building permit.
Liege Airport has put cost cutting measures
in place, but the strategic initiatives are not
being put on hold, as we strongly believe in
the future. We hope that, on a regulatory
level, some of the flexible rules that have been
implemented, like the additional freedoms for
cargo operations, remain in place. It has never
been more clear that freighter operations –
how they work, how they need to build up to
be sustainable – are different than those of
passengers. LGG has been lobbying for every
freedom possible for freighter operations, ‘as
cargo does not fly back to where it came from’.
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‘Pop-up’ facility opened within
three days
Worldwide Flight Services (WFS)
took just 72 hours to prepare a new
‘emergency response’ cargo handling
operation at Liege Airport following
a request from the airport to help
increase its capacity – in order to
accept more freighter flights carrying
urgent medical equipment into Europe
to tackle the coronavirus crisis across
the continent.
WFS was able to complete its
fastest-ever opening of a new
station by transferring highly trained,
experienced cargo handling staff from
its operation in Brussels, ensuring
full compliance with the company’s
first priority of operational safety
and security. Essential equipment,
including forklifts, slave masters, slave
pallets and a truck dock, was also

sourced from nearby WFS stations in
both Belgium and the Netherlands.
The cargo handling terminal is located
within a brand new but previously
unoccupied airside warehouse and has
been made available to WFS by
Liege airport authority to support
the sudden increase in demand for
all-cargo operations. The building was
being developed to act as a dedicated
handling facility for AirBridgeCargo,
which has allowed the facility to be
used temporarily for this operation.
As one of Europe’s premier freighter
hubs, Liege is acting as a central hub in
the region for medical equipment and
supplies arriving from China and other
parts of the world.
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Uncertain outlook

Covid-19 has had a massive effect on Amsterdam Airport Schiphol – in ATMs
and traffic. And although it is handling around 55% more full freighter flights
than last year, this does not compensate for the loss of belly freight, emphasises
Bart Pouwels, head of cargo

”
This has led to a
decimation in belly
cargo capacity,
which usually
accounts for half of
cargo volumes

”

B A RT P O U W E L S

Covid-19 has had a massive effect on the
operations of our airport in terms of air traffic
movements (ATM), and traffic.
Since the pandemic started in mid-March, daily
ATMs into Schiphol have declined 89% and the
daily total number of passengers have fallen
by 97% compared to last year. This has led to
a decimation in belly cargo capacity, which
usually accounts for half of cargo volumes and
the need for more cargo-only flights to fill the
capacity shortage.
Freighter aircraft and combinations of
passenger aircraft with freight in the hold
have increased and the average number per
week has increased from 260 before the crisis
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to 360 flights a week. There has also been an
increase in the number of freight charters,
while passenger planes loaded with cargo are
also being operated, and represent about 10%
of the extra flights being flown.
We have an upsurge in freighter flights; both
full freighters and passenger aircraft that the
airlines now use to carry cargo. The numbers
show approximately 55% more full freight
ATMs than this same period last year. However,
the increase in full freighter flights does not
compensate for the volume loss of the belly
freight that is transported in passenger flights.
In April, there was an increase in the number
of full cargo flights, which mainly took place
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The Covid-19 pandemic has led to a shift in
cargo flows at Schiphol and some usually highvolume verticals have decreased such as the
import and export of flowers. There has been
an increase in the movement of medical goods
and aircraft have been arriving loaded with
bandages, mouth masks, glasses and gloves
to help with the Netherlands and Europe’s
fight against the virus. Normally these are not
time-critical goods and are transported by sea
freight, but shipments are being diverted to air
freight as faster delivery is they are needed to
meet strong and quick demand.
The general trend at Schiphol during the
Covid-19 outbreak is that there is a lot of
imports, but exports are lagging behind.
Schiphol is seeing different cargo trends
during the Covid-19 outbreak and is processing
large amounts of imports from China and the
US, which is proving costly for operators as
there is an imbalance.
Significant cooperation between stakeholders
Schiphol works very closely together with
handlers, Dutch Customs and the rest of
its cargo community. Our strong cargo
community has enabled the cargo to move
freely. We are in constant dialogue with the
community about new flight schedules and
changes. We are in contact with our partners
on a daily basis. We are constantly transmitting
new information about schedules from airlines
and from handlers on our website
towards North America and Asia. The number
of additional full freight movements to North
America amounted to more than 275 flights.
More than 250 additional flights to Asia took
place.
Nevertheless, the total volume of cargo
transported declined by 26%, as it does not
fully offset the freight normally carried in
passenger aircraft holds.
Schiphol’s main focus is making sure the
current skeleton network is maintained and
freight demand accommodated, especially
medical supplies. We have introduced various
social distancing measures – such as a 1.5m
safety distance, which is now being rolled out
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at the cargo handlers’ warehouses.
Cargo volumes have dropped and exports
have lagged
In April, the number of air traffic movements
(ATMs) to and from Schiphol fell by 90%
to a total of 4,242. The number of cargo
flights during the month rose by 713 (+63%)
compared to the same month last year, to
reach a total of 1,837. April volumes reached
93,255 tonnes, a 26% decline on the 126,743
tonnes in the same month last year. Between
January and April, volumes totalled 443,109
tonnes, a decline of 13.1% on the same period
in 2019 (509,955 tonnes).

Supply chain cooperation is – especially
now – very important as flight schedules can
change on a daily basis. It is very important
that goods keep moving, especially now a lot
of medical shipments are transported by air.
Dutch Customs is clearing these goods even
more quickly. Moreover, Dutch Customs set up
an extensive back office to handle all Covid-19
related questions and its process teams are
working around the clock to accommodate all
shipments.
What challenges have been presented by
the introduction of cargo-only passenger
aircraft services?
Passenger aircraft with only cargo on board,
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which are operated by KLM or other airlines
at Schiphol, are handled no differently than
normal.
What new opportunities have arisen, if
any?
We do not tend to talk about anything during
the Covid-19 pandemic ‘as an opportunity’.
There has been an increase in freighters to
meet demand needed for quick and fast
movement of medical supplies and perishables.
We are pleased to play a role in ensuring the
cargo that is needed in the Netherlands and EU
keeps moving.
Have most or all strategic initiatives had
to go on hold?
No, our approach with our strategic
programmes such as the Smart Cargo
Mainport Programme (SCMP), Holland Flower
Alliance and our sustainability programme
will continue, but with revised attention and
capacity. These are still long-term programmes,
which continue to need our attention.
What preparations do you have in place
for volumes returning to more normal

levels as restrictions are eased?
At this time, we are working towards a
continued safe and 1.5m social distancing
environment. Once the road to normal or
recovery is set in motion, we are in close
dialogue with our strong cargo community
in order to make this happen as smoothly as
possible, within all good health guidelines,
when and where it is needed.
Do you have any other comments
or observations about the current
challenging environment?
At first, we were busy trying to predict the
impact of the corona crisis. Now we know
the depth of the impact and have focused on
developing scenarios for what recovery might
look like. Due to the uncertainties we have
developed several scenarios around when
corona will be under control and what the
economic implications might be.
Obviously, we have also looked to other
implications – such as changed passenger
requirements including providing a safe,
healthy and germ-free journey and changed
travel needs. But we also have looked at driving

our innovation portfolio by accelerating some
(maintenance) projects, including providing a
more seamless (and touch-free) journey for
our passengers and freight.
Safety and health of all Schiphol employees
and travellers has been Schiphol’s number one
priority since the outbreak of Covid-19. The
virus has a big impact on our airport and the
way we operate. Schiphol has remained open
and continues to do so, limiting operations
to two piers from which passengers can
disembark aircraft.
Due to the uncertainty surrounding the
approach to the coronavirus, the outlook is
uncertain and we are trying to estimate how
long this dip will last, and try to discover the
first glimpses of hope on the horizon. We are
in close contact with our airline customers,
and Schiphol will therefore take various
scenarios into account in the near future. It
is still difficult to predict which scenario will
become. But we are always ready to scale up
wisely and sensibly, whenever that moment is.

Business as usual for
cargo at DFW
Although there were some tactical cancellations earlier in the
year by carriers operating freighters into DFW, the schedule has
returned to normal and the airport is anticipating a big increase in
cargo volume as businesses return to work and supply chains begin
restocking inventory, says John Ackerman, executive vice president
of global strategy and development at DFW Airport
What have been the biggest challenges?
The safety and security of our employees,
partners, and customers is the highest
priority for DFW Airport. We are committed
to keeping everybody across the airport
ecosystem updated and informed related
to orders and recommendations issued in

response to COVID-19. DFW is ensuring up
to date information from the CDC and local
health authorities is being communicated to
support cargo logistics companies in these
difficult times. DFW Airport has held regular
webinars with the DFW Cargo Community
to ensure they have up to date information
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on airport changes as well as CDC and other
updates.
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How have you responded to these
challenges?
We are talking regularly with our partners here
at DFW Airport to ensure they are getting
the support from our team to keep their
business moving forward. Our cargo team has
increased outreach efforts, albeit virtually,
to all our cargo stakeholders across the
cargo ecosystem including airlines, freight
forwarders, trucking companies, GHAs and
other 3PLs, to reinforce our support and
illustrate we are all in this crisis together.
Cargo operations at DFW are robust in this
challenging time, driven by the global impact
that COVID-19 is having on the worlds’
supply chains. Carriers are adjusting capacity
and schedules based on demand. We have
seen an increase in frequency from freighter
operators and the use of passenger planes
for cargo charter operation. We anticipate
additional ad hoc freighter charters
operations to support getting the global
supply chains back up and running.

Have most or all strategic initiatives had
to go on hold?
We are currently undergoing a largescale investment in our physical cargo
infrastructure and a digital transformation at
DFW Airport. For cargo specifically, we have

been piloting Nallian’s cargo cloud technology.
Digitisation is very important due to the
increase efficiencies and being able to process
cargo through our facilities quicker and with
more transparency throughout the supply
chain.

Has there been any significant
cooperation between stakeholders?
We have always had close working
relationships with all of our stakeholders in
the DFW Airport cargo community. We have
held regular conference calls – webinars with
the cargo community to keep them updated
throughout this time. Open communication
has been key to working together to ensure
that we make DFW Airport the ideal cargo
gateway in North America.
What challenges and opportunities have
been presented by the introduction of
cargo-only passenger aircraft services,
and/or increased numbers of freighter
aircraft?
While supply chains have been disrupted,
DFW is seeing increased capacity and
volumes from freighter operators as well
as from airlines such as AA, British Airways,
Korean Air and Japan Airlines, who are
using passenger aircraft to transport
cargo. We are seeing a large number of cargo
operations that contain PPE and medical
equipment along with our usual shipments of
perishables, pharmaceuticals, and technology
equipment.
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Across the airport, we will review some plans,
and will move forward a number of projects.
The four additional gates for Terminal D will
be completed and open in 2121. Work on
reconstructing Runway 18R and other airfield
work will move forward, as will completion
of the construction of our new Integrated
Operations Centre. These projects are
important for the airport, but they also are
important for the region. They account for
thousands of jobs, and those jobs are as vital
as the projects they support.
What levels of cargo traffic volumes is
the airport seeing currently compared
with last year?
We are pleased with our cargo volumes, given
the COVID-19 related supply chain disruptions.
February cargo was down just 2% and March

was down 4.4%, and we continue to see
positive results for the year – mainly driven
by additional freighter services and airlines
operating their passenger aircraft as cargoonly flights. The latest numbers can be found
here: https://dfwairport.com/stats/index.php
What preparations do you have in place
for volumes returning to more normal
levels as restrictions are eased?
At this time, it’s business as usual for our
cargo operations at DFW Airport. We continue
to see a large amount of critical supplies and
perishables coming through the airport. There
were some tactical cancellations earlier in the
year by carriers operating freighters into DFW,
but the schedule has resumed to normal. We
anticipate a big increase in cargo volume in
the near future as businesses begin to return

to work and supply chains begin restocking
inventory. Even though there will be a gradual
return to brick and mortar retail sales, we are
anticipating continued growth in e-commerce
sales, and are prepared to accommodate
increased volumes of international
e-commerce shipments at DFW. This should
have a positive impact on freighter demand
as cargo demand is anticipated to exceed
capacity in the market.
Do you have any other comments
or observations about the current
challenging environment?
Cargo plays an important role at DFW Airport,
and we are pleased to continue supporting
the worldwide effort to keep supply chains
moving through our world class cargo
facilities.

Rising to the challenge
A 65% increase in freighter flights has
compensated for most of the drop of
the cargo carried on passenger flights
at Brussels Airport. But there have been
other challenges to overcome, says
Nathan De Valck, head of cargo product
and network development
What have been the biggest challenges
– mainly operationally, but also as a
business?
The sudden impact of the Covid19 crisis has
created some new challenges for the cargo
business at the airport. A first objective was
the coordination of medical equipment
shipments and material to allow a smooth
transit of shipments during the import and
export process. This involved managing the
available cargo apron and handling capacity for
the increased number of freighter flights and
keeping the infection risk for personnel to a
minimum in order to avoid a drop in available
manpower.
Additionally we immediately saw an increased
need for sharing of information, on the one
hand for operational info to implement new
procedures smoothly and react quickly to

operational bottlenecks and on the other hand
for new cargo capacity and changes in flight
schedules.
The startup of new airline customers with new
routes from BRU and an increased demand
for flexibility to operate freighter flights also
required coordination from the airport cargo
management team.
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How have you responded to these
challenges?
Several actions were taken to respond to
the Covid19 challenges. Office staff has been
working from home whenever possible and
clear guidelines and protective measures
were implemented for personnel working at
BRUcargo. With regards to information sharing
and communication daily operational briefings
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both full freighters and cargo-only passenger
aircraft services, have created additional
cargo capacity in a market where demand
remains high.
To what extent has it been possible to
maintain normal levels of service or
handling times in recent weeks?
It goes without saying that sudden changes
in flight plans do put stress on the operations
of the handling agents. So, keeping a
close eye on maintaining service levels is
important. Nevertheless, waiting times remain
under control at Brussels Airport and we
have enough capacity to handle all additional
freighter flights.
What new opportunities have arisen?
Brussels Airport already was perfectly
equipped to guarantee a seamless cool chain
for temperature sensitive pharma products,
laying the foundations for our position as
the preferred European pharma gateway. As
a result of this pharma specialisation we
have seen a very stable volume of pharma
shipments flying from BRU, confirming our
position as a reliable consolidation point for
temperature sensitive cargo.
take place with all handling agents active at
BRUcargo in order to streamline specific
Covid19 procedures, share information quickly
and spread workload whenever needed. The
airport cargo management team is in daily
contact with all the operators at the airport,
including airlines, forwarders and handling
agents with regular updates on new cargo
capacity and routes and a close collaboration
with new airline customers to guarantee a
smooth start-up of their new routes to BRU.
The increase in freighter flights required us to
allocate the cargo apron capacity on a more
pro-active basis and expand of the apron area
available to position and handle freighter
flights.
A smooth transit of lifesaving shipments is
guaranteed by setting up clear protocols
with government agencies. Additionally, the
competent authorities have allowed temporary
flexibility in the restrictions on operating
freighter flights carrying lifesaving materials.
Has there been any significant
cooperation between stakeholders or as
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an airport cargo community?
Air Cargo Belgium has played a central role
in the coordination between stakeholders
at BRUcargo. Having an established cargo
community organisation is a big help to share
information between the operators. It is great
to witness the willingness to collaborate and
share information wherever possible between
the handling agents.
What challenges and opportunities have
been presented by the introduction of
cargo-only passenger aircraft services,
and/or increased numbers of freighter
aircraft?
The increase in the number of freighter
flights requires a more dynamic management
of the cargo apron and handling
capacity. Some of our existing freighter
airlines have doubled or even tripled the
number of weekly flights and additionally we
have welcomed three new freighter airlines in
the past 6 weeks, offering extra connectivity
and capacity out of BRU: SilkWay, Suparna
and Amerijet.
The introduction of extra freighter flights,

Have most or all strategic initiatives had
to go on hold?
At airport level, some projects were indeed
delayed or are being postponed, but cargo is
getting sufficient priority as we also continue
our activities. The strategic focus of Brussels
Airport to transform BRUcargo into the most
efficient and smartest logistics air cargo zone
will be maintained. The ongoing real estate
projects will continue, among others the
opening of a new Animal Care and Inspection
Centre and the BRUcargo West 50,000 sqm
first-line handling warehouse.
What levels of cargo traffic volumes is
the airport seeing currently compared
with last year?
The cargo volumes carried on passenger
flights accounted for 1/3 of the total cargo
volume. Since the majority of these flights
have temporarily ceased operation, this
cargo capacity is currently unavailable. We
have seen a 65% increase in freighter flights,
offering more capacity and compensating a
big part of the drop of the cargo carried on
passenger flights. The current total cargo
volume are 6% below last year.
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Hong Kong’s cargo commitment
HKIA’s extensive freighter network has helped maintain volumes during the current crisis, although
Airport Authority Hong Kong has also announced an array of relief measures to support the airport
community

The outbreak of COVID-19 has posed
great challenges to the aviation industry,
including air cargo traffic of Hong Kong
International Airport (HKIA). As a result
of the coronavirus outbreak, the postChinese New Year holiday production
resumption in Mainland China was delayed,
leading to a reduction of air cargo volume.
There also has been a large reduction
in passenger flights and hence belly
capacity for cargo due to worldwide travel
restrictions.
However, with the concerted effort of the
airport cargo community members, HKIA’s
cargo services are being provided as efficiently
as they have always been. Thanks to HKIA’s
extensive freighter network, with large and
agile capacity supply, HKIA handled 378,000
tonnes of cargo in March 2020, registering
a 12.4% year-on-year decrease under this
unprecedented volatile market situation –
while the global air cargo market saw a close
to 20% decline.
In fact, the AA has been working closely with
airlines in maintaining their freighter schedule
and mounting additional flights to compensate
the drop in belly capacity. Also, the AA took
the lead to work with the government on
the facilitation measures for the air crew
members so that impact of quarantine
measures on their duty is minimised and the
freighter services are safeguarded.
Moreover, tailored handling procedures and
facilitating measures have been established
to help airlines operate all-cargo services with
passenger aircraft, thus allowing airlines to
make good use of their aircraft resources to
meet the demand for cargo service.
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Relief measures
To support our business partners, the AA
announced an array of relief measures to
airport community in March amounting to
HK$1 billion. One measure is that airlines will
receive 40% reduction of passenger aircraft
landing charges for four months, and full
waiver on parking and airbridge fees for idle
passenger aircraft for five months. Another
HK$2 billion relief package was introduced
by the AA in early April to ease the liquidity
pressure of airlines and aviation support
services operators. The government has also
announced a new Anti-epidemic Fund which
includes providing a one-off non-accountable
subsidy of HK$1 million per large aircraft
registered in Hong Kong.
Long-term cargo commitment
Despite the challenging business environment,
the AA is committed to the long-term
development of air cargo and continues to
execute our multi-pronged cargo development
strategies amid the pandemic.
To capture the booming e-commerce market,
a premium logistics centre equipped with
advanced robotics is being developed at HKIA

by a joint venture led by Cainaio Network, the
logistics arm of Alibaba Group. Expected to
commence operation in 2023, the centre has
an estimated gross floor area of 380,000sqm,
making it the third-largest warehouse in Hong
Kong. Also, the expansion of DHL’s Central Asia
Hub to increase its handling capacity by 50% to
1.06 million tonnes is underway as scheduled.
In fact, more online shopping in times of
pandemic has given rise to more demand in air
freight, especially express service.
HKIA also continues to enhance its capability
to handle temperature-controlled air freight
at globally assured standards. Not only
as a Partner Airport of IATA’s Center of
Excellence for Independent Validators (CEIV)
in Pharmaceutical Logistics, HKIA was also
the world’s first airport community to receive
IATA’s CEIV Fresh certification in 2019.
HKIA remains confident in the fundamental
and long-term prospect of air cargo. With the
consistently efficient services, large supply of
handling capacity and the concerted effort of
the air cargo community, HKIA is well-placed
to serve the market demand anytime when the
traffic resumes to normal.
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Resilience in adversity
Good communication and coordination has helped CDG continue
playing its vital role in France’s economy, ensuring the transport
of medical products and more typical cargo like perishables and
e-commerce, says Edouard Mathieu, head of development and
partnerships at Paris-Charles de Gaulle Airport, Groupe ADP
What have been the biggest challenges
– mainly operationally, but also as a
business?
The big challenge was in maintaining the
resilience of our cargo activity, which has
required the exchange of daily information
between all the logistical chain stakeholders:
shippers, freight forwarders, handlers,
civil aviation and custom Authorities, air
traffic control, and obviously airlines. We’ve
achieved this with success at Paris-Charles
de Gaulle (CDG) Airport, and to get a balance
between full-cargo flights and passenger belly
operations. As everybody had very quickly
taken measures to reduce the spread of
the virus within his own organisation, our
common efforts mainly focused on how to
preserve the cargo demand for capacity from
the drop of passenger flights. The entire air
cargo chain has stayed in place and has been
able to provide a full capacity offer, thanks to
new frequencies of ‘ferry’ flights, passenger
aircraft that are usually used by passengers and
the bellies of which are filled with cargo, thus
addressing the demand at CDG.
How have you responded to these
challenges?
Some specific measures have been introduced.
From the beginning of the crisis, we brought
together the entire airport cargo community
and organised skype meetings each 48 hours. It
allowed us to understand the main operational
issues and find solutions. First of all was how
to increase the capacity offered to transport
goods, how to reduce the financial impacts
of the crisis for operators, how to maintain
the fluidity of the operations… This led us to
have actions with airlines, French national
authorities – such as civil aviation and customs.
Has there been any significant
cooperation between stakeholders or as
an airport cargo community?

Definitely, yes! Thanks to the collaborated
efforts of its entire cargo community, CDG
has managed to maintain its pivotal role in
supporting the French economy – it accounts
for more than 90% of the air freight tonnages
in France. CDG is playing a vital role ensuring
transport of medical products and also
usual cargo segments like perishables and
e-commerce, both of which are subject to a
huge demand.
To what extent has it been possible to
maintain normal levels of service or
handling times?
Adaptability and resilience form the genetic
makeup of the logistic sector. We had,
therefore, the ability to maintain a level of
service in accordance with the needs of our
customers. The best proof for this is that –
so far – we have not encountered any single
issue in the on-forwarding of the production
of our major industries: food, beverages,
e-commerce, and even luxury goods.
What new opportunities have arisen, if
any, amid the undoubted challenges of
the last few weeks?
This crisis is a unique occasion to spotlight
the cargo activity and make everybody – from
decision-makers to the general public – aware
of the strategic role of air cargo in the world
economy for supplying the population with
foodstuff, pharmaceutical, consumables,
industrial products. We hope that after
the crisis this will still remain ingrained in
everyone’s mind.
What levels of cargo traffic volumes is the
airport seeing currently compared with
last year?
Cargo activity at CDG is very resilient; the total
number of full cargo flights has been down
by only 2% over the first quarter of 2020 – a
remarkable performance.
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What preparations do you have in place for
volumes returning to more normal levels?
Everything is set in place for welcoming again
CDG’s standard volumes. The determining
factor for this will be the human one, and
everybody is now working on the appropriate
measures and procedures that will keep
employees from the virus and from a new
spread of it.
Do you have any other comments
or observations about the current
challenging environment?
Our main concern today, as France’s number
1 airport, is to stand by the side of our fellow
citizens and industrial partners. This is our
daily battle, and it is still too soon to draw any
definite conclusion as to where the industry
might then shift to post-crisis. Of course, the
operations on the ground will never be the
same as before the crisis and there will surely
be adjustments in the chain, like safeguarding
and improving the sanitary conditions of the
staff. For the rest, I do not think that this
crisis will bring a big change to the basics of
overseas transport. Whatever the frequency
or the network of an airline, a passenger
aircraft will always increase its bottom line
when transporting belly cargo. This basic
economical law will not be challenged by this
crisis.
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CGN ups its role

addition of eight aircraft stands at short notice.

While passenger operations at Cologne Bonn Airport have ground
to an almost complete halt as a result of the coronavirus crisis,
its freight business is currently operating at full capacity, reports
Torsten Wefers, director for cargo sales

While passenger operations at Cologne Bonn
Airport (CGN) have ground to an almost
complete halt as a result of the coronavirus
crisis, as an important location for logistics,
our freight business is currently operating 24
hours a day, 7 days a week, at full capacity.
Our authorisation to operate night flights
is also particularly relevant in this context.
Our employees are highly motivated and are
working as a team to ensure that we can get
through these difficult times together. We owe
them a great debt of thanks.
Cargo airlines are currently taking on a
particularly vital role in the reliable delivery of
urgently needed goods. UPS owns one of the
world’s largest cargo airlines and they operate
their biggest air hub outside of the USA at
Cologne Bonn Airport. In addition to the three
major cargo airlines – UPS, FedEx, and DHL
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– another 20 air cargo carriers are operating
regularly scheduled and charter flights in
CGN and are strengthening their presence at
Cologne/Bonn during this crisis. Cargolux also
decided to use Cologne/Bonn temporarily
as an additional gateway operating flights to
various US-destinations.
An average of around 700 cargo aircraft has
been taking off and landing at the airport each
week. As well as industrial goods, they were
also carrying medical supplies and equipment
for hospitals. The proportion of food supplies
is also high.
Challenges and opportunities
For the cargo traffic, the biggest challenges
have been mainly operational, especially
additional cargo traffic during already busy
peak times. Our response has included the

In CGN, a close cooperation between
the stakeholders is already existing but
communication and cooperation has even
intensified.
New standard procedures for handling of
cargo-only passenger aircraft services had to
be developed; and there has also been a shift
of air cargo volumes from other transport
modes to air cargo.
CGN airport has successfully evolved as
competitive alternative for (ad-hoc) cargo
charter operations.
Service levels
CGN has maintained stable and normal service
levels overall. Adding additional space for
ready-build ULDs and sourcing additional staff
from other departments have helped maintain
service levels.
Since mid-November, the weekly number
of cargo flights have been increased by an
average of more than 10%. Cargo volumes are
currently on the same levels as in 2019, as the
CGN cargo traffic is dominated by freighters.
All cargo-related strategic initiatives are still
going on and are even intensified.
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THE WORLD'S HEALTH IS IN THE SAFE HANDS
OF TURKISH CARGO
AS THE CARGO AIRLINE THAT FLIES TO MORE COUNTRIES THAN
ANY OTHER, WE CARRY ALL YOUR HEALTH AND WELLNESS NEEDS,
FROM PHARMACEUTICALS TO MEDICAL SUPPLIES WITHOUT EVER
INTERRUPTING THE TEMPERATURE-CONTROLLED COLD CHAIN.
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